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S U M M A R Y 
India, being a vast country with a variety of climatic 
and soil conditions, is full of innunuaerable variety of plant 
species, and the Chemistry of Plant Products has gradually 
become a popular field of research in this country in the 
recent past. According to Prof. D.H.R. Barton, N.L., London 
(*The Evening News", Feb. 10, 1972 - The Hindustan Times, 
New Delhi), the study of the Chemistry of Natural Products and 
the research in this field are very important, especially for 
a developing country like India. "The Indian Drug Industry 
can play a very important role if it works on original ideas". 
The present thesis entitled "Studies In Natural Products" 
consists of the research work carried out towards systematic 
chemical investigation of the different parts of the two important 
and reputed drugs. A number of constituents have been isolated 
and chemically examined by various physico-chemical methods 
and modern techniques. Besides proposing a structure to the 
new sterol (indosterol), a large number of known compounds 
have been obtained and identified separately from them. Details 
and discussion of the results have been given plantwise in the 
following two sections, suffixed by a re'sume* of the same. 
1. Seseli indicum, Wight & Arnold, and 
2. Zataria multiflora, Boiss. 
Preceding the description of the present work the 
thesis contains introductory remarks regarding the develop-
ments in the Chemistry of Natural Products. This is followed 
by a chapter on Origin and Formation of the natural consti-
tuents highlighting the recent advances in the field of their 
Biogenesis and Biosynthesis,especially those of terpenoids, 
sterols, and acetogenins. Some ideas about the chemistry of 
plant waxes and hydrocarbons also have been incorporated. 
Thus, the above comprises the "Theoretical" portion of the 
thesis. 
Seseli indicum, W. & A. 
This medicinal plant belongs to Umbelliferae family 
and grows generally in the plains of India. Its seeds are 
stimulant, carminative and stomachic and are used for several 
other purposes. Bose & Guha,and later Spath et al. isolated 
three coumarins. Fatty and essential oils were studied in 
these laboratories. Limonene, a crystalline acid (m.p. 110-11 ) 
and selinene, besides the coumarins and other products, were 
reported in the essential oil. The sesquiterpene was confirmed, 
(ii) 
and the above unidentif ied acid was character ised as ^ -
cyclolavandulic acid by Bhattacharya e t a l . Cyclolavandulal 
was also reported in the o i l by Dev e t a l . 
In view of the medicinal importance and u t i l i t y of the 
seeds and also because only a small amount of work was ca r r i ed 
out on them the seeds were taken up for thorough study. They 
were extracted by petroleum-ether, benzene, and alcohol and 
the products obtained in pure form were examined. 
The petroleum-ether ex t rac t was divided in to a l k a l i -
soluble and-insoluble p a r t s . The insoluble (neut ra l ) port ion 
a f te r saponif icat ion, s t eam-d i s t i l l a t i on and chromatography 
yielded a waxy product £A|, m.p. 68-70°; V
 max, 2900, 2830, 
1470, 1375, 720 & 710 cm" . I t appeared to be hentr iaeontane 
and/or dotriaeontane. On GLC analysis i t was f i na l ly found to 
be a mixture of n-alkanes (C23~ 635) consis t ing mainly of 
nonaeosane, hentr iacontane, t r i t r i a e o n t a n e , and heptacosane 
accompanied by others in small q u a n t i t i e s . The odd numbered 
hydrocarbons predominated as i s the general observation of 
various workers in the f i e l d . Another product ( B ) , m.p. 
137-38 , revealing unsaturat ion and s te ro ida l nature by colour 
r eac t ions , gave an ace ta te . I t was confirmed to be (3 -
s i t o s t e r o l by IR, m.m.p. and Co-TLC with the authentic specimen 
of / 3 - s i t o s t e r o l and i t s aceta te respec t ive ly . 
( H i ) 
Second c r y s t a l l i n e compound (C), m.p. 153-55°; /~bC.7D + 
afforded an ace ta te ; a benzoate; and a 3 ,5-dini t robenzoate . I t 
also indicated unsaturation and s te ro ida l nature by colour 
reac t ions , and possessed an hydroxyl group and two o le f in ic 
l inkages; ^ )
 m a x # 
( C 2 9 H 4 8 0 ) . 
-1 3325, 1650, 1050, & 830 cm ; m/e 412 
On studying the physico-chemical properties of the 
sterol and chemical reactions, by preparation of its deriva-
tives and comparison of the data with the literature it has 
been found to be a new sterol and consequently designated as 
"Indosterol" (from S. indicum). On the basis of extensive 
studies regarding its structural-elucidation indosterol has 
been assigned the structure (i) carrying an important feature 
_ 9(ll) -7 J_ Z\ FU'* Discussion regarding the same has been given 
in the following pages separately (Page v ). 
(iv) 
The second portion of the petroleum-ether ex t rac t 
( a lka l i - so lub le pa r t ) afforded four c r y s t a l l i n e products 
which emitted fluorescence when exposed to u l t r a - v i o l e t l i g h t . 
The product ( D ) , m.p. 83-85 , was confirmed as suberosin on 
the basis of UV spectrum, m.m.p., Co-TLC and other charac te r -
i s t i c s . S imi lar ly , the other coumarins (E, F & G) were i d e n t i -
fied as bergaptene, se se l in , and isopimpinel l in . Some more 
coumarins were also present in the ex t r ac t , but in the form 
of a complex mixture. 
The alcoholic ex t rac t was examined by paper-chroma t o -
graphy in the appropriate manner for d i f ferent products. 
Glucose, rhamnose,* oxal ic , malic, and c i t r i c acids; sec ine , 
a lanine , l euc ine , va l ine , asparagine and threonine were charac-
te r i sed in th i s ex t r ac t . 
I ndos t e ro l ^ l l - Mass spectrum of the compound (C) indicated the 
molecular ion and base peak at m/e 412, and other s ign i f ican t 
peaks a t m/e 369, 351, 314, 300, 273, 271, 255, 213, 159, 81 
and 43. The peaks m/e 271 /~412 - (139 + 2) J and 273 
(412-139) confirmed the compound to be a s te ro l with an un-
saturated side chain. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum 
indicated three vinyl ic protons ( g 5.12 & 5.35) , and methyl 
protons ( 6 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.967, 1.00 & 1.07). 
(v) 
The methyl protons may be assigned at carbon atoms 18; 29; 
26,27:;29j26,27 & 29; 21; 19 and 21. The chemical sh i f t at & 5.12 
may be assigned due to the protons a t C 2 2 - C 2 3 double bond 
while the value 6 5.35 for the second olef in ic l inkage, possibly 
A . The downfield sh i f t of the C-21 methyl s ignals a t 
50.967 & 1.07 also supported the o le f in ic linkage a t C2 2 
(Cfj / 3 - s i t o s t e r o l & cho le s t e ro l ) . 
NMR spectrum of the monoacetate (M 454; ^ J m a 1732, 
1264 cm" ) also manifested the presence of three v iny l i c 
protons , CHgCO group, and s imilar methyl s ignals as above. 
The chemical sh i f t at 6 3.6 in the case of the s t e ro l and at 
5 4.6 in the case of Indosterylaceta te revealed the t r a n s -
fusion of r ings A and B and the hydroxy1 group at C,. 
On hydrogenation (Pt02/AcOH) Indosterol yielded a 
saturated (IR, NMR & TNM Test) compound, m.p. 136-8°. This 
product and i t s acetate did not show any depression in melting 
point on admixture respect ively with the authentic specimen 
of stigmastanol and s t igmastanylacetate . Superimposable IR, 
Co-TLC and m.m.p. of these products suggested stigmastane 
carbon skeleton.for indos te ro l . 
Indosterol afforded two ketones on oxidat ion. The 
major product (a diketone) , m.p. 156-7 , had an oC ,|3-unsaturated 
ketonic system (a t 0 . o ) ; M+ 424; V) M_ 1690, 1660 cm"1; 
1 a "-^  max. 
(v i ) 
*\ 252 nm, and vinyl ic s ignals a t S 5.12 & 6.18. The second 
A max 
(minor) ketone, m.p. 167-8° did not absorb in UV. Both the 
products gave posi t ive Zimmermann Test. The downfield sh i f t 
( 5 6.18 instead of & 5.35) for the v inyl ic proton in the 
M \ ' 
diketone indicated the system C = C - C = 0 which is likely 
9 11 12 
to be formed due to allylic oxidation. 
An intense peak at m/e 271 suggested a cleavage asso-
ciated with the double bond in the side chain /~412 - (139 + 2)_7. 
Formation of the peak m/e 273 (412-139) is also indicated as a 
result of the allylic cleavage of the C._- C20 bond. The 
presence of a double bond at C 2 2 was further supported by 
another strong peak at m/e 300. 
The position of the trisubstituted olefinic linkage in 
the nucleus at Cg - Q±, may further be concluded by excluding 
the rest of the possibilities of the presence of such an un-
saturation. Generally the m/e 271 peak is more intense than 
7(8) 
m/e 314 peak if the sterol has ^ v ' double bond, while the 
5(6) 
reverse situation exists in the case of z± isomers. 
Further m/e 271 peak is found to be the base peak in the case 
7(8) 
of £± steroids. But, in the present case the base peak 
7( 8) is the molecular ion peak (m/e 412). The possibility of A 
is also ruled out by total hydrogenation(readily) of indosterol 
in the presence of platinum catalyst in AcOH. It has been 
(vii) 
recognised that one of the most general fragmentations in 
s t e ro l s and the re la ted C-17 subs t i tu ted s te ro ids i s the loss 
of the 42 mass uni t ( loss of carbon atoms 15, 16 & 17) together 
with the C-17 side chain. In the present case the peak m/e 231 
i s formed accordingly. Thus, the p o s s i b i l i t y of unsaturat ion 
in the ring D i s also eliminated. Fur ther , the above diketone 
did not reveal the presence of any cyclopentenone. 
Za tar ia mul t i f lo ra , Boiss 
Za ta r ia mul t i f lora i s a reputed drug in the Unani 
system of medicine, and i s extensively used as a st imulant/ / 
diaphoret ic and d i u r e t i c , and for several other a i lments . / JAn 
/ ( 
essen t ia l o i l (0.6$) was extracted in these l abora to r i es ' ind 
/ / physico-chemical proper t ies of the same were s tudied. / i 
cons is t s of phenolic const i tuents (69%), made up mainly of 
carvacrol.; while p-^ymene i s the major component in the non-
phenolic port ion (31%). 
The petroleum-ether ex t rac t of the dried and powdered 
drug was divided into neutral and acidic p a r t s . The neutra l 
par t a f te r saponif icat ion, s t eam-d i s t i l l a t i on and repeated 
chromatography yielded a product (A), m.p. 65-66°. I t was 
considered to be ident ica l with tr iacontane by IR, and m.m.p. 
( v i i i ) 
with an a u t h e n t i c specimen of the a lkane . But , i t had mass 
464.53 corresponding to C 3 3 H 6 g (m.p. 71.-8 ) . Hence, the f a c t s 
were v e r i f i e d by GLC a n a l y s i s f i n a l l y , and the product was 
found to be a mixture of n - a lkanes ( C 2 7 - C3 g) con ta in ing 
mainly <?„„-, C 3 1 ~, C 2 g - , and C 3 2 ~ n - p a r a f f i n s accompanied by 
C35*"» C34" : , C28""» a n d c 2 7 " " a l k a n e S i n m i n o r q u a n t i t i e s . Odd 
numbered homologues predominated i n t h i s case a l so as b e f o r e . 
The produc t (B) , m.p. 136-7 , gave p o s i t i v e Liebermann-
Burchard and t e t r a n i t r o m e t h a n e t e s t s . I t was i d e n t i f i e d as 
(^ - s i tos t e ro l by IR and m.m.p. wi th an a u t h e n t i c specimen of the 
compound, and was fu r the r confirmed by i t s a c e t a t e , benzoate 
and 3 : 5 - d i n i t r o b e n z o a t e . The t h i r d product C (m.p. 254-6 ; 
-> \ 3380 and 980 cm ; M 442) was a l s o ob ta ined from the 
JJ max. ' 
n e u t r a l p a r t . I t gave colour r e a c t i o n s f o r a t r i t e r p e n e and 
afforded an a c e t a t e , m.p. 212-3 . I t was confirmed as b e t u l i n by 
Co-TLC wi th an a u t h e n t i c specimen. 
A p roduct ( P ) , m.p. 74-75° , was i s o l a t e d from the a c i d i c 
p o r t i o n . I t gave a methyl e s t e r , m.p. 56-57 , which compared 
wel l with methylbehenate . But , l a t e r t h i s product was found 
to be a mixture of behen ic , c e r o t i c , montanic , and l i g n o c e r i c 
a c id s by GLC a n a l y s i s . 
Two t r i t e r p e n i c (co lour r e a c t i o n s and IR) a c i d s (E & F ) , 
m.p. 285-90°, and 280-85°, were a l s o i s o l a t e d from the above 
(ix) 
acidic portion. The compound (E) gave an acetate, m.p. 279-81°; 
a methyl ester, m.p. 197-8 ; and a methyl esteracetate, m.p. 
213-5 . A lactone, m.p. 244 , and a ketone, m.p. 162-4 , were 
also prepared. This product was identified as oleanolic acid 
by Co-IR, Co-TLC, Mass and NMR spectra. The second product 
(F) also gave an acetate, m.p. 262-3 ; methyl ester, m.p. 
214-6 , and methyl ester acetate, m.p. 203-6 . This was found 
to be a mixture of oleanolic, ursolic, and epi-oleanolic acids. 
The alcoholic extract of the drug was triturated with 
petroleum-ether and benzene, and the residue left was then 
taken in water and divided into ether-soluble and ether-insolublei 
parts. The ethereal solution yielded two components (G_&_H) 
giving positive Shinoda and ferric chloride tests. 
Product (G)t m.p. 223-30°, was identified as luteolin 
by UV (different media), m.p., m.m.p. and Co-TLC with an authenti 
sample of the flavone. I t gave an acetate, m.p. 234-5 , and <• 
methyl ether, m.p. 191-3 . The second product (H), m.p. 288-90° 
was characterised as 6-methyl quercetin by m.p., m.m.p. and 
Co-TLC with an authentic specimen. I t was further confirmed 
by i t s methyl ether, m.p. 165-6°; & 1.85, 4.00, 6.6, 7.0, 7.4 
and 7.5. 
The water-soluble portion was subjected to preparative 
paper chromatography. Three main components (£, J & K) were 
(x ) 
obtained in pure form. The product ( i ) ; m.p. 250-5°; ±) 
3500, 3120, 1695, 1590, 1555, 1500, and 840 cm"1; was hydrolysed, 
and the aglycone, m.p. 320-5 , was confirmed as lu teo l in by 
UV, m.p. , m.m.p. and Co-TLC with an authentic specimen. The 
sugar moiety was ident i f ied as glucose. The glycoside was 
methylated and the methylether was hydrolysed. The p a r t i a l l y 
methylated aglycone, m.p. 285 , indicated the sugar linkage 
a t C_ by UV ( in di f ferent media). Consequently, the product 
( I ) was es tabl ished to be lu teo l in -7-g lucos ide . 
The product J was also studied by UV in d i f ferent reagents . 
I t was converted into an aceta te and the same was studied by 
NMR spectrum. The aglycone (obtained on hydrolys is , m.p. 
312-16 ) was ident i f ied as quercetin by m.p. , m.m.p. and Co-TLC, 
and further confirmed by preparat ion of i t s methyl ether and 
ace ta te . The sugars were iden t i f i ed as glucose and rhamnose. 
The diglycoside i t s e l f was also converted in to i t s methyl e the r , 
and the l a t t e r was hydrolysed. The r e s u l t i n g p a r t i a l l y methylated 
aglycone was also studied by UV spectra for sugar l inkage. On 
the bas is of the above the product J was confirmed as querce t in -
7-glucoside-3-rhamnoside. The next product (K), m.p. 172-3°, 
was studied by UV as well . I t was converted in to i t s aceta te 
and methyl e ther . The aglycone, obtained on hydrolys is , was 
character ised as apigenin by the above and Co-TLC. The sugar 
moiety was glucose. The glucoside was methylated and then 
(xl ) 
hydrolysed, and the r e su l t i ng aglycone was studied on the 
bas is of UV spectra . The product <J was thus f ina l ly confirmed 
as apigenin-7-glucoside. 
Another product L (m.p. 297-99°) was also i so la ted from 
the a lcohol ic ex t rac t and confirmed as /3 -s i tos terol-D-glycosidt 
on the bas is of colour r eac t ions , IR, Co-IR, and NMR of i t s 
a ce t a t e . The aglycone and the sugar, obtained on hydrolys is , 
were iden t i f i ed as well separately as $ - s i t o s t e r o l and glucose 
in the usual manner. 
Glucose, galactose , rhamnose, and oxal ic , gluconic, 
malic and succinic ac ids , gxyuiuo, ,_,* J~~ w o 1 i n e , and 
asparagine were also found to be present in the alcoholic 
^ea&tofaet of the drug. 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * 
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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Isolation and examination of Natural Products have 
drawn considerable attention of chemists from very early days. 
Many valuable products were obtained from the natural wealth 
and used for innumerable purposes in the past for human welfare 
and various other activities. Hence, the development of chemical 
studies in the 18th and 19th centuries was inevitably deeply 
associated with increasingly more sophisticated probing into 
the nature of the traditional and the new substances. The 
latter half of the i9th century saw the rapid evolution of 
organic structural theory closely tied to the structural 
challenges presented by these natural constituents, mostly from 
plant sources. Progress regarding the synthetic methods was 
also made gradually along with the studies of organic compounds. 
Although the natural products have been obtained mostly from 
plant sources, still only a meagre percentage of the plant world 
has been explored for its chemical constituents, particularly 
in India where there is abundance of wide variety of vegetation 
since this country possesses different types of climatic condi-
tions and soil etc. 
- 2 -
The c lasses oi organic compounds general ly associated 
with the term 'Natural Products ' include mainly a lka lo ids , 
carbohydrates, f a t s , f a t t y ac ids , p ro t e in s , s t e r o i d s , terpenoids, 
e s sen t i a l o i l s , carotenoids, vi tamins, glycosides and numerous 
der iva t ives of heterocycles ( e .g . flavonoids and coumarins e t c . ) . 
The common procedure for obtaining natura l products 
(espec ia l ly from p lan t s ) involves ex t rac t ion of the dry and 
powdered raw material with a su i tab le solvent and then treatment 
of the ex t rac t in various ways to obtain di f ferent compounds 
in pure form. The use of ion-exchange, coun t e r - cu r r en t -d i s t r i -
bution, and the various types of chromatographic methods has 
now enabled the separation of a large number of compounds more 
eas i ly in pure form from crude ex t r ac t s and thus made i t possible 
to i s o l a t e and character ise 25-50 d i f ferent na tura l compounds 
from a single p lant species tha t might have yielded only a 
few in the ear ly days. This, of course, implies that many 
species may be available for re-examination by modern methods 
and techniques. 
The f i r s t problem posed by a na tura l compound, a f te r 
i t s I so la t ion in pure form, i s the charac te r i sa t ion and e l u c i -
dation of i t s s t ruc tu re . In a rough way the c l a s s i ca l approach 
may be divided in to 4-phases: ( i ) elemental ana lys i s , determina-
tion of i t s molecular formula and functional groups; 
( i i | determination of the carbon skeleton and the locat ion of 
the various groups; ( i i i ) c l a r i f i c a t i o n of the stereochemistry; 
- 3 
and ( i v ) synthes i s of the molecule. H i s t o r i c a l l y , the o ldes t 
procedure invo lves the chemical degradation of a compound, 
bes ides study of i t s physico-chemical proper t i e s , synthes i s of 
the simpler un i t s obtained by degradation and reconstruct ion of 
the or ig ina l molecule by inference . The next major step i s the 
recognit ion of f ami l i e s of l i k e s tructures now understood to be 
the r e s u l t of common biogenet ic pathways. 
The most important modern development in the f i e l d of 
s tructural ana lys i s has been the extens ive use of physical 
measurements. Such observations carry the dual advantages of 
detect ing unexpected changes in a molecule on chemical a c t i v a t i o n , 
and of requiring minute quant i t i e s of the material . 
. The development of e l e c t r o n i c spectroscopy (U.V. and 
v i s i b l e ) helped the detect ion of cer ta in chromophores, e s p e c i a l l y 
the cat bony 1 groups and the conjugated systems. The use of 
infra-red spectroscopy (and Raman Spectroscopy) afforded c lear 
ind ica t ions of the presence or absence of a wide var ie ty of 
functional groups e t c . Recently, the growth of nuclear magnetic 
resonance (and e lec tron paramagnetic resonance e t c . ) spectroscopy 
with i t s unique and valuable property of discerning the environ-
ments and the number of d i f f erent protons in a molecule has 
played an important r o l e . Thus, various functional groups (and 
the ir environments) may be i d e n t i f i e d through a var ie ty of 
chemical as well as physical means. The development of a number 
4 -
of modern reagents, both mild and specif ic for certain func-
t i o n a l i t i e s , besides the c lass ica l ones, has made functional 
group identif icat ion much more versat i l e . 
The next step, and the most d i f f i cu l t one, i s the 
discernment of the molecular skeleton. Two kinds of degradap-
tive tools have been used for the purpose. In the f i r s t type 
the molecule i s simplified by suitable chemical reaction(s) 
to a closely related stable-aromatic skeleton. Secondly, the 
molecule i s cleaved into smaller fragments, each one much 
simpler and separately identif iable by different methods. 
Once the skeleton and i t s functional groups are assigned 
there remains the problem of stereochemistry of the molecule 
since many natural products may have a number of asymmetric 
centres and are generally optical ly active. 
The stereochemical aspects of a compound are studied 
in a suitable manner on the basis of conformational analysis 
and different chemical changes. The shape of the molecule 
i s also demonstrated for instance, either by i so lat ion of a 
degradative fragment with an asymmetric centre intact and 
i t s inter-relationship with a known asymmetric compound via 
a sequence of chemical interconversions, or by interpretation 
of an optical rotatory dispersion curve of a suitable deriva-
t ive ( e .g . ketone)* 
- 5 -
In shor t , the appl icat ion of mass-spectra and X-ray 
ana lys i s , the opt ical ro ta tory dispersion and c i r cu la r dichroism 
measurements, the molecular rotatxon r e l a t i o n s h i p s , p r i nc ip l e s 
of conformational ana lys i s , the theore t i ca l understanding of 
the d i f fe ren t react ions and the react ion mechanism, int roduct ion 
of new reagents and photochemical processes , improved methods 
of f rac t iona l d i s t i l l a t i o n and aromatisation by dehydrogenation, 
development of new react ions and synthet ic rou tes , the knowledge 
of enzymic processes , and the t r a c e r s technique e t c . , besides 
the improved methods of i so l a t ion and separation and the above 
mentioned procedures, have grea t ly f a c i l i t a t e d and stepped up 
the study of natura l products of an even more complex na tu re . 
In addit ion to the s t ruc tu ra l determination of the newly 
discovered na tura l compounds, e f fo r t s are a l so , sometimes, 
made for t h e i r synthes is , and understanding about t he i r formation 
In nature and for t racing of biosynthet ic pathways. Explorations 
in to the new areas of chemotaxonomy and phytochemical processes 
may also be carr ied out. 
- 6 
Natural Products 
(Origin and Formation) 
Due to the latest developments in chemistry much advance-
1-11 
ment has recently been made in the field of plant products 
and infinite variety of structures are now known to occur 
naturally. Many of the compounds previously thought to be too 
unstable have now been isolated and identified. A very large 
number of structurally related compounds has been discovered and 
the biogenetic concepts for their formation have come to light 
in various cases. Considerable progress has been made regarding 
2 6 T 9«—12 
biogenesis and biosynthesis of the natural constituents ' ' ' 
within the last two decades inspite of the fact that many such 
9b 
substances quite commonly possess wonderful complex structures . 
9c t 
Very recently many biogenetic substances \e,g. isoprenoids, 
triterpenes and steroids etc.) have been isolated also from the 
soluble fractions of organic material of many sediments and from 
identified fossils of various geological ages. The Chart a* (i) 
indicates the general areas of metabolism in living organisms and 
the probable routes of formation of the various classes of organic 
compounds. 
Among the building un i t s for formation of the na tura l 
products by far the most important i s considered to be the ace t ic 
acid; the other major spring-boards are the aromatic amino-acids: 
Steroids (B )Acetogenins 
C h a r t - I 
- 7 -
> Polysaccharides 
t*" Nucleic Acids 
*• Aromatic compounds 
x 
> Lignins 
^. Proteins 
> Misc-
Nitrogen compounds 
_>. Fatty Acids and 
Fats t Lipids) 
f Amino Acids 
IPhenyl alanine 
2 Tyrosine 
3Tryptophan 
A. Lysine 
50rnithine 
*The term 'Acetogenins* (genesis from acetate) has been proposed 
by Richards and Hendrickson10 intended to Include the compounds 
biogenetically derivable by the acetate hypothesis (excluding 
terpenoids) such as flavonoids, quinones, coumarlns, chromones, 
depsides, benzophenones, and other oxygenated compounds most of 
which incorporate at least one benzene ring. 
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tryptophan, phenylalanine, and tyrosine, and the aliphatic amino-
acids:ornithine and lys ine . After addition of methionine as a 
methylating agent to the above the l i s t i s supposed to be v i r -
tually complete. 
The role of acetate in the biosynthesis of almost a l l 
groups of natural products has received wide attention especial ly 
within the l a s t about twentyfive years. Many structures may be 
correlated to acetate units and the importance of acetate as an 
intermediate in a host of biochemical processes has long been 
known. 
Most of the reactions generating the natural compounds 
are enzyme-catalysed, and i t i s generally accepted that such 
reactions are mechanistically (and stereochemical^) reasonable 
once in terms of ordinary organic reaction theory. I t has also 
been suggested that some of the reactions taking place in the 
formation of such products may not be enzyme-catalysed. 
Two major groups of the natural products: A and B 
(Chart - I ) , "The Terpenoids and Steroids" and "The Acetogenins", 
form the part of the theoretical portion of this thesis since 
majority of the products isolated and identi f ied during the 
course of the present work belong mostly to these c lasses . 
- 9 -
TERPENOIDS 
Terpenoids form one of the most important, widespread, 
and chemically interesting classes of natural products, and they 
have drawn considerable attention of chemists during the l a s t 
f\ C £t flmm'i 9 
few decades ' ' ' . They are found mostly in plants, and 
recently an increasing number of such substances has been shown 
to be responsible for the biological act iv i ty of various systems. 
Terpenoids are generally built up of C5 (isoprene-l) units . 
The "Isoprene-Rule* (Wallach) has been a useful guiding principle 
for structural studies of these compounds. I t states that the 
isoprene units are joined in head-to-tai l fashion; although some 
isoprenolds are irregularly bui l t , and a few. which do not obey 
the Isoprene-Rule* are also known. I t has now been accepted 
that carbon-carbon rearrangements may occur during their formation 
in nature, and the idea of 'Biogenetic Isoprene Rule' was advanced 
12 by Ruzicka stating that carbon skeleton of a terpenoid may be 
deduced from a postulated simple precursor. 
According to the Isoprene-Rule carbon skeletons of most 
of the C1Q (monoterpenoids) and C._ (sesquiterpenoids) compounds 
may be derived from geraniol (II) and farnesol ( i l l ) by coi l ing 
up these molecules in different manner. But, i t i s not certain 
whether the ionic or radical processes are involved during the 
postulated cyclisation which may be dependent on reaction 
mechanism and conformation of the precursor as well as the 
- 10 -
(I) 
CH20H 
(II) 
(a) (b) (a) 
(III) 
(b) 
intermediate. The cycl isation and rearrangements of terpenoids 
13 in vivo are considered to he concerted , but this may not he 
necessarily the case with the rearrangements taking place in vitro, 
Even the somewhat peculiar looking carbon skeletons of 
such compounds as oC-pinene (IV), fenchol(V), oQ -santalene (VI), 
cedrene (VII), caryophyllene (VIIl ) , and patchouli alcohol (IX) 
e tc . are derivable either from that of geraniol or fame sol . 
P-Pinene (X) has been photosynthesized from i t s supposed 
precursor myrcene (XI). Various transformations have been 
proposed by different workers14*15 in this f i e ld . 
- ii -
(IV) (V) (VI) (VII) 
(VIII) (IX) (X) (XI) 
The biogenetic conversion of fame sol (ill) to the various 
sesquiterpenoids, e.g. caryophylljene(VIII), pyrethrosin (XII), 
oC-eudesmol (XIII), humulene (XIV), and elemol (XV) etc. has been 
satisfactorily Interpreted to be occurring through a cation 
intermediate as shown below (ill — — * X V ) . 
Stereochemical implications in the biogenesis of ses-
16 
qui terpenoids have been discussed by Hendrickson . The ideas 
of Ruzicka and Barton on the involvement of large rings, 
in order to incorporate stereochemical features, have been extended. 
CH20HI 
( I I I ) 
CH2 
( X I I l ) 
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The biogenesis of zierone (XVT), helminthosporal (XVTl), copaene 
(XVTII), and various other sesquiterpenoids have been described 
17 18a 18b 19 
by Barton ", Buohi , de Mayo and numerous other scientists • 
(W 
( X V I ) (xvi i ) (XVUI) 
The diterpenoids (C20) may be derived, in p r inc ip le , 
geranyl-geraniol (XIX) or r e l a t ed substances containing four C~ 
un i t s joined in the regular manner. Manool (XX) and sc lareol 
(XXl) are eas i ly obtained and further transformation leads to the 
res in acids ( e . g . ab l e t i c ac id ) . The majority of diterpenes are 
CH2OH 
( X I X ) ( X X I ) 
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cyclic with no Cg-OH group and with the 5 jlO 'normal1 confi-
guration at the AtB ring junction that implies the stereo-
20 
specif ic cycl isation as shown (XXII —> XXXIX). A multitude 
of hypothetical routes have been proposed,and often acid-catalysed 
20 
cycllsations in vitro parallel the proposed schemes Recently 
several new structures have been discovered and their biogenetic 
2 
routes suggested . But, the biosynthetlc processes leading from 
CH2R 
CH2R CH2R 
(XXII) (XXIII ) 
the isoprenoid skeleton to the spirodihydrofuran system are not 
fill yet very clear • Interesting structures are represented by the 
b i t ter principle columbin (XXIV) and the macrocyclic compound 
cembrene (XXV). The new podolactones C(XXVI) and D(XXVII) are 
the f i r s t known terpenes to contain the sulphoxide grouping 9c 
- 15 -
\ 
0' 
H 
V0H 
IXX1V) 
•0 
(XXV) 
;o i"OH 
^ ^ CH2S0Me 
(XXVI) (XXVII) 
A novel c l a s s of C9~ terpenoids known as 'Sesterterpenoids* 
'25 
,21 has been recent ly discovered . They may be derived from geranyl 
22& 21 22 
farnesol (XXVTIl). Sesterterpenes ' have been i s o l a t e d 
from i n s e c t protec t ive waxes, from fungal ana several other 
sources . They form phytotoxic p r i n c i p l e s of a number of 
22a Helminthosporium and Cochliobolus s p e c i e s . Recently the 
a c y c l i c Cgg a lcohols jgeranyl - farneso l and gerany1-nerol idol , 
- 16 -
have also been obtained of the natural origin. Ophiobolin A(XXIX), 
gascardic acid (IXX), oeroplastol (XXXl), and moenooinol (XXXII) 
etc* are some of the members of this type (Chart - II). 
Chilanthatriol (XXXIV) is a new fundamental type of the class 
which is formed from geranyl farnesol (XXXIII) by a cyclisation 
initiated at the isopropylidene groups. 
1 
Chart - II J 
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H02C 
(XXIX) (XXX) 
( X X X l l ) 
C H A R T II 
CH2OH 
H->0 
( X X X I H ) (XXXIV) 
CH2OH 
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The triterpenoids ' ° » o c form a very large group of naturally 
occurring isoprenoids widely distributed throughout the plant 
kingdom. The triterpenoids (C30) and the carotenoids (C40) ar ise , 
not from continuous polymerization of C- uni ts , but from speoialis'ed 
dimerisation of C.g and C20 units respectively, e .g . squalene(iXXV). 
The hexa-ene al l - trans squalene (XXXV) i s the immediate biological 
23 
precursor of all triterpenoids. Squalene is transformed into 
lanosterol (an Important compound of animal origin - XXXVI), 
cycloartenol (XXXVII), (3 -amyrln (XXXVIIl), and various other 
triterpenoids and steroids via cyclisation of its terminal epoxide 
(XXXIX), or the hydrocarbon itself. Cap stack et al. have 
demonstrated the direct cyclisation of squalene to P> -amyrin with 
pea seed homogenates. For the relatively small number (about 40) 
r 
ot triterpenoids that are not oxygenated at C„ i t has been g* * 
suggested that they arise from squalene by proton catalysed 
cyclisation (rather than formation, and subsequent cycl isation 
241 24k 
of terminal epoxide). Recently, Barton et a l . and others 
have presented evidence for the above route (Chart - III) by 
biosynthetic experiments carried out for formation respectively 
of the pentacyclic hydrocarbons (e .g . fern-9-ene-XL) in P. vulgare, 
and tetrahymanol * (XLl) from squalene. Squalene has been 
shown to be transformed into both fern-9-ene and p» - s i t o s t e r o l , 
but 2,3-oxidosqualene i s converted only in the sterol . 
- 1 9 
( X X X V ) 
(XXXVI) (XXXVII ) 
H
 (XXX VIII) ( X X X I X ) 
20 -
(XL) (XLI) Hopcne -1 
CHART I I I 
2i -
The Biogenetic Isoprene Rule postulated that the different 
types of tetra- and pentacyclic triterpenoids are formed accord-
ing to the conformation that squalene (or, its epoxide) adopts, 
presumably at an enzyme surface prior to cyclisation. Each of 
the conformations leads stereospecifically to a particular 
cyclisation product. Only a few examples of the above may be 
cited in the present thesis because of the limited space. 
Cyclisation of squalene-epoxide in the conformation (XLII) leads 
to the cation (XLIIl) from which are derived some of the penta-
cyclic triterpenoids as shown in the Chart IV. The p -amyrin 
(Oleanane) group includes a very large number of naturally 
occurring pentacyclic members which cover an impressive variety 
of functional groups. There are at present known examples of 
oxygen functions attached to all nuclear positions in the 
oleanane skeleton except C? and C1±; of the angular methyl 
groups only that at CQ has not been found oxidised. 
A great deal of chemical interest has in recent years 
centered also on the two groups known as limonoids (e.g. limonin -
XLIV)25a,b*2 and quassinoids (e.g. quassin-XLV) which may be 
derived from euphol (XLVl) or tirucallol (XLVIl). A number of 
nor-triterpenoid bitter principles related to quassin have also 
25 a c e f been isolated from plant sources ' ' ' recently. 
The different routes through squalene cyclisation are 
impressive in their simplicity and generality, but certain other 
- 22 -
(XLII) 
(XLIII) 
Taraxasterol J^. 
^ o( Amyrin 
Germanicol 
6 - Amyrin 
|3 -Amyr in 
Taraxerol 
Friedelin 
CHART IV 
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10 proposals do exist • A large number of triterpenoids is also 
formed by secondary transformations of the preformed skeletons; 
thus, nyctanthic acid (XLVIIl) contains the P -amyrin skeleton 
opened oxidatively a, and limonin contains a much adapted 
skeleton. Another elegant modification is the presumed conver-
sion of ft -amyrin into the enol of friedelin (XLIX) via a 
27 backbone rearrangement . 
HOOC 
(XLVI) 20pH 
(XLVII) 20CCH 
(XLVIIl) 
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.28, 
(XLIX) 
The discovery of mevalonic acid (L) has proved of great 
s ignificance in the study of the biogenesis and biosynthesis of 
na tura l substances which are derived, in pa r t or completely, by 
the condensation of isoprenoid u n i t s . In fac t , i t has been shown 
that the Biogenetic Isoprene Hypothesis has i t s or igin in ace t ic 
and mevalonic acids . Isopentane un i t s may be derived from three 
molecules of ace t ic acid with the loss of a carboxylic acid group. 
Biosynthesis of squalene from mevalonate in mammalian l i v e r has 
been car r ied out by Cornforth, Popjak and the i r co l labora tors . 
I t i s now c lear that mevalonic acid (MVA) i s the d i r e c t source 
l i d 29—33 
of the isoprenoid un i t s in terpene and s t e ro l syntheses ' , 
besides the evidence that MVA i s the intermediate formed from 
ace t a t e . I t has been shown that MVA y ie lds isoprene un i t s by 
losing one carbon atom of i t s carboxylie acid group. Mevalonic 
34 
acid has been obtained by condensation of acetyl-co-enzyme-A , 
and i t s s t a tus as an i r r e v e r s i b l e intermediate in isoprenoid 
biosynthesis has been revealed . 
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OH 
CH3 
^OH 
\, 
HOOC 
(L ) 
29 33 36 
Bloch , Lynen , and others have shown that i sopenteny l -
pyrophosphate (3-methyl-3-butenyl- l-pyrophosphate: A,Chart - V) , 
obtained from l a b e l l e d mevalonic acid as an intermediate i s the 
building stone (ac t ive isoprene) for a l l natural ly occurring 
i soprenoids . The compound A (Chart - V) i s a l so converted by 
an enzyme to y , y -dimethy 1 a l l y 1 pyrophosphate (3-methyl -2-
butenyl-1-pyrophosphatesB - Chart - V). The un i t s (A) and ( B ) 
then combine to produce geranyl pyrophosphate as f i r s t condensa-
t ion product, which with another C_ unit (A) g ive s farnesyl 
pyrophosphate* The l a t t e r i s a l s o then converted to squalene, 
which, subsequently on e y e l i g a t i o n , affords tr i terpenoids and 
s t e r o i d s . The isomerlsat ion of A to B i s e s s e n t i a l for biosyn-
t h e s i s of terpenoids to g ive the ir terminal isopropylidene group. 
In t h i s way the b iosynthet ic s teps from acetyl-co-enzyme-A to 
terpenoids , s t ero ids and rubber are accomplished. I t has been 
shown that the stereochemistry of e l iminat ion of hydrogen in the 
conversion of the unit A in to the uni t B (Chart - V) was the 
45 c 
same in plant and animal t i s s u e during b iosynthet ic experiments 
for squalene, <* - and £ -amyrins and phytol ( l i l ) . Recent 
approaches have a l so e luc idated the stereochemistry of the above 
37 
condensation and dimerisation processes in an e legant manner . 
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ATP AT P Mevalonic Acid - ^ - ^ Mevalonic Acid-5-P ,==±: Mevalonic Ac id -5 -P-P 
_ A D p -ADP 
2TPNbr-->2TPN* 
p-Hydroxy-p-methyl-
glutaryl-CoA 
A 
Acetoacetyl-CoAy 
Acetyl-Co A 
t 
Carbohydrates, Fats 
CO 2 ; ATP 
( A ) 
CH 2 = C-CH2-CH^P206H3 
I 
H3C 
1 
(B) CH3-C=CH-CH2OP206H3 
H3C 
-H4P2O7 
Geranyl-P-PlCir j) 
- H A P 2 0 7 
TPNH Steroids •< Triterpenoids-^ Squalene <
 4 (Cis) Farnesyl-P-P 
R u b b e r 
CH* CH3 CH3 0 0 
I 3 r ' 1 l • * -
CH3-C=CH-CH24-CH2-C=CH-CH2 -h? C = CH - C H 2 - 0 - P~0 - P-0 
0- 0 -
CHART V 
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The radioactive forms of acetic or/and mevalonic acids 
have been converted into steroids10'29»30,38>39, tri-21'39*40, 
sester-21'22, di-10'41, sesqui-2'42'43, and monoterpenoidf'10»42'44. 
These acids have also been postulated to be precursors of isoprene 
units in the terpenoids of mixed biogenetic origin * and non-
10 46 47 47 
terpenoid compounds * . Some phenols , ubiquinones , 
plastoquinones, and vitamin K etc. have also been found to be of 
megalonoid origin. Other compounds of triterpenoid origin, e.g. 
vitamin A, trisporic acids a' , terpene alkaloids, cyclopropane 
2a 9e 22 49 
compounds * , and the fungal sesterterpenoids • etc. have 
also been studied biosynthetically. 
(LI) 
A detailed survey ol biosynthesis and metabolism of 
9s. 
monoterpenes has been published very recently by Banthorpe et al. e 
50 Loomis and coworkers have shown that labelled glucose and C02 
are more efficient precursors of monoterpenoids in peppermint 
cuttings than a mevalonate. It has also been shown by the 
same authors that when unlabelled sucrose is fed along with 
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labelled mevalonate, the incorporation of mevalonate into mono-
and sesqui terpenoids is markedly increased' 50 
Trichothecolone (LIII , R»H), the C15moiety of the 
antifungal metabolite tr ichothec in (LIII , R=isocroty l ) , i s a 
43a 
sesquiterpenoid in or ig in as shown by b iosynthes i s from 
mevalonic ac id . Normal sesquiterpenoid skeleton can be achieved 
by a i , 3 or , double i ,2-methyl group migration as shovm (LII —» 
L I I I ) . Eevlsed structure for tr ichothecolone i s now LIII A. 
Biosynthes is of tr ichothecin and r e l a t e d compounds a l so has been 
51 
attempted , and a number of approaches to the synthes i s of 
9e hydroazulenic sesquiterpenes have been discussed recent ly • 
(LIII) 
(LIII A) 
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Biosynthet ic type t o t a l synthes i s of dl-tetrahymanol, 
oC-amyrin, (i -amyrin and germanicol have been accomplished by 
52 53 
van Tamelen e t a l . The mode of hydride s h i f t s accompanying 
2,3-epoxysqualene c y c l i s a t i o n to lanos tero l in yeast and to 
24h 
P-amyrin in peas has very recent ly been v e r i f i e d by Barton e t al* 
STEROLS 
The s t e r o l s in general form a large group among natural 
compounds possess ing a t e t r a c y c l i c nucleus s imi lar to that of 
lanos tero l (XXXVT) and other t e t r a c y c l i c t r i t e r p e n o i d s , but 
only two methyl groups are attached to the ring system, at 
p o s i t i o n s 10 and 13. The e ight carbon s ide-chain found in 
lanostero l i s a l so present in many s t e r o i d s , e s p e c i a l l y from 
animal sources; but most plant s t e r o i d s have one or two addi-
t ional carbon atoms. All the s t e r o i d s on selenium dehydrogena-
t ion y i e l d among other products D i e l ' s hydrocarbon (LIV), A 
s tero id may, therefore , be defined as any compound which y i e l d s 
D i e l ' s hydrocarbon on selenium dehydrogenation. S tero ids occur 
in a wide var ie ty of organisms in the animal as wel l as p lant 
l a kingdom. The name ' s t e r o l ' appl ie s s p e c i a l l y to s t e r o i d 
a lcoho l s ; but , s ince p r a c t i c a l l y a l l plant s t ero ids are a lcohols 
with a hydroxyl group at C-3, they are frequently a l l c a l l e d 
' s t e r o l s ' • 
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CH3 
(LIV) 
S t e r o i d s occur throughout the p l a n t kingdom as f r ee 
s t e r o l s and t h e i r e s t e r s . In p l a n t they are sa id to have no 
known func t ion al though they have profound importance i n animal 
metabolism as hormones, coenzymes, b i l e ac ids and p ro -v i t amin D 
e t c . The r o l e of s t e r o l - e s t e r s i n p l a n t s a l s o does n o t appear 
to be very c l e a r . Ce r t a in animal s t e r o i d s have been shown to 
i n f luence p l a n t growth s t r o n g l y . 
Pregnane- type s t e r o i d s ( e . g . ^ -pregnenol-3B-one-20 — 
55 LV) and c h o l e s t e r o l (LVI) have r e c e n t l y been found i n p l a n t s 
as w e l l . S t e r o i d s of zymosterol (LVIl) type are known i n y e a s t , 
fungi and a l g a e , but t h e i r p resence have ha rd ly been e s t a b l i s h e d 
in h ighe r p l a n t s . The s t igmas tane - type ( e . g . s t i g m a s t e r o l - L V I I I ; 
cQ-spinasterol-LIX; $ - s i t o s t e r o l - L X ; and campesterol-LXI e t c . ) 
i s most c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i n h ighe r p l a n t s . Other s t e r o l s d i f f e r i n g 
in the p o s i t i o n and number of double bonds are a l so r e p o r t e d i n 
56 d i f f e r e n t p l a n t m a t e r i a l . A l i s t of 55 n a t u r a l s t e r o i d s of 
s t igmas tane type , supposed to be known so f a r , has been given 
, . 56c e lsewhere 
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I t appears d i f f i c u l t at present to draw any d e f i n i t e 
conclusions with regard to the taxonomic d i s t r ibut ion of the 
53 
various s t e r o l s . I t may, however, be concluded that ergos tero l 
(LXIl) i s the principal s t ero l of fungi , and that c h o l e s t e r o l 
and fucos tero l (LXEIl) are the typica l s t e r o l s of majority of 
Rhodophyceae and Phaeophyceae r e s p e c t i v e l y . Most higher p lant s 
contain predominantly 24oC-sterol (usual ly (i - s i t o s t e r o l ) with a 
few except ions . Some 4oC-methyl s t e r o l s ( e . g . Lophenol-LXIVj 
and cyeloeucalenol-LXV) also have been i s o l a t e d and i d e n t i f i e d 
from a number of plant sources. Acansterol (LXVT) i s a 
cyclopropane containing s t e r o l , and a number of s imi lar s t e r o l s 
have been i s o l a t e d and i d e n t i f i e d from red alga porphyridium 
cruentum and C. emergonii . Barton e t a l . have recent ly 
i s o l a t e d and i d e n t i f i e d from yeas t a large number of s t e r o l s 
including f e c o s t e r o l (LXVTl), e p i s t e r o l (LXVIIl), der iva t ives 
of l a n o s t e r o l , and zymosterol bes ides those which were previously 
unreported in yeas t so far ( e . g . parkeol-LXIX e t c . ) . 
(LV) (LV1) 
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( L V I I I ) (L IX ) ( L X ) 
( L X I ) ( L X l I ) (LXIII ) 
( L X I V ) axv) 
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(LXVII) (LXVII1 ) (LXIX ) 
The biogenet ic re la t ionsh ip between squalene (LXX)» 
29—33 39 lanostero l and cho le s t ero l has been widely studied ' • 
More recent work has c l a r i f i e d the nature of the e l e c t r o p h i l i c 
attack that i n i t i a t e s c y c l i s a t i o n of squalene 2 ,3-oxide (LXXl). 
A rat l i v e r preparation has been converted in to lanos tero l almost 
58 quant i ta t ive ly . I t i s considered that c y c l i s a t i o n i s tr iggered 
by the protonation and opening of the epoxide ring (Chart - VI) 
59a 
such that the 4oc-methyl group i s derived from the C2 of MVA . 
Several pathways have been suggested for the conversion of 
lanostero l in to c h o l e s t e r o l . I t i s suggested that C14 methyl 
group i s probably removed before the gem-dimethyls by means of 
t h i s sequenceJhydroxymethy1-aldehyde-acid, fol lowed by decar-
boxylation ' . Cholesterol i s mentioned to be the precursor 
for other s t e r o i d s , sex hormones e t c . 
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(LXX ) 
• ( L X X I ) 
CHART VI 
Incorporation of aceta te and mevalonate in to - (^  — 
s i t o s t e r o l , acidic pentacycl ic t r i t e r p e n e s , and squalene has 
been observed by Nicholas « I t has also been shown tha t 
mevalonate was incorporated in to {3 -amyrin, P> - s i t o s t e r o l , and 
other phytosterols . The incorporat ion of a ce t a t e , mevalonic 
acid and squalene in to ergos terol by yeast i s well es tab l i shed . 
I t has also been shown that general ly phytos tero ls a r i se from 
mevalonate and squalene by a b iosynthet ic pathway, very close 
to that of cho le s t e ro l 2 4 ** 6 2 * 6 3 . 
\ 
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Although l a n o s t e r o l has been i s o l a t e d from microorganisms 
and a few p l a n t s but evidence has been shown t h a t i t i s n o t on 
e? K _ 
the d i r e c t r ou t e to p h y t o s t e r o l s according to Goad . Cyclo-
a r t e n o l (XXXVII) which occurs widely and was r a p i d l y l a b e l l e d 
64 
wi th t r a c e r from a c e t a t e or MVA in p l a n t s and t i s s u e c u l t u r e s 
under cond i t i ons where l a n o s t e r o l could n o t be d e t e c t e d , appears 
to take i t s p l a c e . Squalene 2 ,3-epoxide was conver t ed i n t o 
65 
c y c l o a r t e n o l but not i n t o l a n o s t e r o l , and t h e cyclopropane 
fifi 
compound could be f u r t h e r conver ted i n t o o t h e r p h y t o s t e r o l s . 
The presence of l a n o s t e r o l i n l a t e x from c e r t a i n s p e c i e s has been 
i n t e r p r e t e d as the r e s u l t of enzymic mod i f i ca t ion of c y c l o a r t e n o l 
Cycloar tenol can be h y p o t h e t i c a l l y der ived from the 
c -b - e -b -u conformation of squalene v i a the i n t e r m e d i a t e (LXXIl), 
and the evidence for the hydrogen mig ra t i on has been provided 
C O 
by feeding experiments . 
67 
(LXXII) (XXXVII) 
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However, some species appear capable of transforming 
lanosterol into phytosterols . The sequence from cycloartenol 
to other phytosterols is not very clear, although various 
experiments to explore precursor relationship have been carried 
62 69—71 72 
out ' . van Tame1en et al. have recently carried out 
> • 
biosynthetic type total syntheses of a number of sterols includ-
ing isoeuphenol (LXXIII) and parkeol etc. Biosynthetic experi-
ments for sterols have also been recently carried out by a number 
73 74 30a 
of other workers ' • Barton et al. have presented a data 
showing that the s^ualene-epoxide route is applicable also to 
yeast sterols. Preliminary studies on the biosynthesis of 
ergosterol in yeast also have been carried out and it has been 
demonstrated that ergostatetraenol (LXXIV) is a precursor for 
75 
ergosterol in yeast • 
76 
Castle e t a l . have suggested the a lkyla t ion mechanism 
of phytosterol side-chain as outl ined in Chart - VII. I t i s 
envisaged tha t a <e£ - s t e r o i d intermediate (LXXV) i s methylated 
by methionine to give a carbonium ion (LXXVT) which may be 
s t a b i l i s e d e i the r by the addit ion of a hyaride ion (route a) 
to give a 24-raethyl s te ro id (LXXVIl), or by loss of a proton 
from the introduced methyl group (route b) to leave a 24-methylene 
s te ro id (LXXVTIl). In the l a t t e r case a second transmethylation 
wi l l produce a further carbonium ion (LXXIX) which can then give 
• - 37 -
e i ther a 24-ethyl (LXXX) or a 24-ethyl idene (LJXXI) s tero id 
(routes c and d ) . If the l o s s of a proton (route d) i s a 
s t e r e o s p e c i f i c process then such a scheme could explain the 
formation of fucostero l (LXIIl) or 2 9 - i s o - f u c o s t e r o l (LXXXII) 
in various p l a n t s . In short , a l l experimental evidence i s 
considered to be i n accord with the intermediate production of 
24-methylene or ethylidene s t e r o l s fol lowed by reduction to 
give the 24-methyl or 24-ethyl s t e r o l s r e s p e c t i v e l y . According 
69 77 
to Goad and Goodwin and also Lederer the C-alkylat ion of 
the side chain of ergosterol e t c . can probably occur at the 
C-27, C-30 or any intermediate s tructural l e v e l by a route of 
methyl transfer from S-adenosyl-methionine , and migration 
of hydrogen from C-24 (route e ) . Further a lky la t ion and reduc-
t ion of the methylene s t e r o l s formed can subsequently occur 
(routes f and g ) . 
(LXXIII) (LXXIV) 
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( L X X X I ) ( L X X I X ) ( L X X X ) 
C H A R T V I I 
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(LXXXU ) i H ( LXXXIII ) 
HOOC 
( L X X X V ) 
Formation of various other types of s t e r o l s ' (®»g» 
24-methylene-lophenol - LXXXIII and macdougallin - LXXXEV) has 
a lso been studied by d i f f e r e n t workers. 24,25-Dihydro-24-methylene 
lanostero l has been synthesized and i t s ro le (as a precursor) in 
the b iosynthes i s of s t e r o i d s and tr i t erpeno ids (C-alkylat ion of 
s ide chain) has been inves t iga ted with respect to eburicoic acid 
(LXXXV) and ergosterol by Barton e t a l . Their r e s u l t s g ive 
support to the hypothesis of a lky la t ion at the lanos tero l stage 
and indicate that yeas t can ass imi la te a s e r i e s of 24~methylene 
s t e r o l s . According to the ir f indings the above compound has been 
excluded as a precursor of ergos tero l in Saooharomyoes c e r e v i s i a e . 
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ACETOGENINS 
The conversion of acetate to the acetogenins* is a process 
that possesses a close similarity to the construction of fatty 
o n 
acids . The aceta te hypothesis ( f i r s t suggested by Collie ) s t a t e s 
that a l inea r polyketomethylene chain, CH3C0-(CH2C0)n-CH -COOH, 
formed from head- to - t a i l self-condensation of acetate un i t s could 
cycl ise in to a remarkable array of complex s t ruc tu re s . New carbon-
carbon bonds are formed by the addit ion of a malonyl coenzyme-A 
to an act ivated carbonyl group. Malonyl coenzyme-A i s i t s e l f 
formed from acetate by carboxylation of acetyl coenzyme-A. 
CH3-C0SCoA + C02 » CHgCOSCoA 
COOH 
0 
II 
CH3C0SCoA + CH2-C0SCoA » CHg-C-CHg-COSCoA etc. 
COOH 
An unreduced polyketo-chain may be considered as an intermediate 
that can undergo i n t e r n a l , a ldol- type reac t ions to y ie ld cycl ic 
products ( e .g . Orse l l in ic acid - LXXXVI). The oxygen functions 
in these compounds (acetogenins) frequently marked the carboxy1 
•Vide:footnote, page 7. 
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carbons of acetate uni t s and serve as an important key to the 
structural deduction of acetate b i o g e n e s i s . An addit ional 
oxidation (or reduction) may a l so take place to y i e l d products 
in d i f f erent over -a l l oxidation s t a t e s from those of the formal 
polyketo-chain precursors ( e . g . Cyclopaldie acid - LXXXVII), 
Other modif icat ions and various rearrangements may afford d i f f e r e n t 
types of compounds belonging to the family of acetogenins . 
An enolate ion may a lso attack a keto-group at another 
port ion of the chain to y i e l d c y c l i s e d products of e i t h e r 0 or 
83 C acylat ion • These react ions occur with f a c i l i t y in forming 
six-membered r i n g s , the C-alkylation (Aldol or Claisen conden-
sat ion) in t h i s case leading to a phenolic aromatic r ing . Two 
major routes (paths A and B) lead to two f a m i l i e s of phenols , 
the aoylphloroglucinol (LXXXVIII) and O r s e l l i n i c acid der iva t ive s 
(LXXXIX) r e s p e c t i v e l y , d is t inguished by the ir aromatic subst i tuent 
pat terns . Reduction of an uninvolved ketone before o y c l i s a t i o n 
can lead analogously to the general i sed types (XC) and (XCI). 
The terminal ac id of the po lyacety l chain a-(C0-CHo) -COOH 
a n 83 
may not always be ace t i c ac id . I t i s considered that another 
acid R-COOH might i n i t i a t e the extension of a chain with malonyl 
u n i t s . For an instance shikimic-derived acid (CXtl) may be 
chain-extended by malonyl u n i t s , s imi lar to a c e t i c ac id , to 
provide polyacetyl chain with aromatic terminals . I t has been 
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suggested that large number of benzenoid compounds in nature 
almost invariably derive the ir aromatic r ings by one of the two 
r o u t e s 8 3 : ( i ) v i a shikimic acid (XCIII), or ( i i ) through po ly -
acetyl chain c y c l i s a t i o n . The biogenes is of shikimic acid as 
examined experimentally may be shown (Chart - VII I ) . 
Prephenic Acid (XCIV) p-Hydroxyphenyllactic Acid (XCVIII) 
Phenylpyruvic Acid (XCV) Tyrosin (XCIX) 
Phenylalanine (XCVl) p-Coumaric Acid ( c ) 
Cinnamic Acid (XCVIl) Caffeic Acid (Cl) 
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COOH 
C - 0 ® 
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CH2 
Of CH = 0 
I 
(CHOH)2 
l 
CH2-O ® 
fc 
COOH 
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<JH2 
(CHOH)3 
CHZ-0 © 
COOH 
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/ OH 
H O O C ^ - x ^ 
0° 
( X C H I ) 
COOH 
1 OH (XCIV) CH2-CO-COOH 
1 (XCV) 
CH2-CH 
COOH 
I (XCVI) CH=CH-COOH 
HO COOH 
O ^ V ^ O H 
OH 
COOH 
OH 
COOH 
(XCII) CH2-CH 
COOH 
OH 
OH 
j (XCV II I) 
CH2-CH 
( X C I X ) 
CH-COOH 
COOH 
NH2 
COOH 
(XCVII ) 
CHART V I I I 
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In order to verify the acetate hypothesis regarding the 
formation of acetogenins 6-methyl s a l i cy l i c (CIl) and o r s e l l i n i c 
(LXXXVl) ac ids , as f i r s t examples of acetogenins, have been 
examined by biosynthet ic experiments from labe l led ace t ic acid 
and the labe l l ing pa t te rn in these compounds has been found to 
84 be in conformity with the predic t ion of the aceta te hypothesis • 
85 Lynen has shown that an enzyme ex t rac t can cata lyse the react ion 
of one acetyl coenzyme-A and 3-malonyl coenzyme-A molecules to 
produce 6-methyl s a l i c y l i c acid. The o r s e l l i n i c or igin of eyclo-
pa ld ic acid (LXXXVlI) has also been confirmed by similar exper i -
ftfi 
ments . Besides such several experiments regarding formation 
of di f ferent aromatic compounds, c i t r i n i n (CII l ) biosynthesis 
has also been studied which confirms the acetate or igin of the 
nucleus and the l a t t e r has shown that label led methionine (CIV) 
was more e f f i c ien t precursor than formate of the two ex t ra methyl 
groups and the carboxyl. Labelled acet ic acid was also incor -
porated in to the complex acetogenins fuscin (CV), griseofulvin 
(CVl) and various other compounds of the type. 
88 Birch e t a l . have made inves t iga t ions on the chemistry 
of poly-( i -ketones as models for the polyacetyl chain, and the 
C o l l i e ' s experiments with diacetyl-acetone (CVIl) have also been 
confirmed. Using the phenyl-terminated polyacetyl der ivat ive 
(CVIIl) they were able to synthesize the na tura l dihydropinosylvin 
(CIX) confirming the capabi l i ty of polyacetyl chains to undergo 
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the postulated and often complex condensations of the acetate 
hypothesis . 
Flavonoids and coumarins e t c . (which make a p a r t of the 
present work) have been c l a s s i f i ed as 'Acetogenins'} hence,some 
aspects of flavonoid chemistry may also be discussed in the 
following pages. 
FLAVONOIDS 
The f l a v o n o i d s 7 b , c , 1 0 a belong to a widely d i s t r ibu ted 
group of p lan t pigments and are found p r a c t i c a l l y in a l l p a r t s 
of p l a n t s . .They, in t h e i r occurrence, represent a very large 
number of types with d i f ferent p rope r t i e s , and are character ised 
by a Ph-C3-Ph skeleton (CX). These compounds occur mostly as 
glycosides ( e .g . t r ig lycoside - Robinin; diglycoside - bu t r in ; 
and monoglycoside - q u e r c i t r i n ) , and the i r various forms are 
dis t inguished by the func t iona l i ty and s t a t e of oxidation of the 
cent ra l C-3 chain (Chart IX for a few examples). 
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COOH 
COOH 
0 OH 
1 
COOH 
(CXIII ) 
Flavones -(CXI) 
F|avanones(CXU ) 
Isoflavones (CXIII) 
CHART IX 
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Besides qua l i t a t ive t e s t s , colour react ions and chromato-
graphic techniquesi spectrophotometrie measurements are now 
commonly employed in the charac te r i sa t ion of f lavonoids. The 
value of spect ra l data in the i den t i f i c a t i on and s t ruc tu ra l 
e lucidat ion of these plant pigments has been increased consider-
ably by the use of reagents such as aluminium chlor ide , sodium 
ethyl a t e , fused sodium ace ta te , and boric acid-sodium acetate 
which produce sh i f t s in the maxima in the U.V. spectra in 
accordance with the locat ion of the various functional groups 
in the flavonoid molecule (CXIV). Sometimes, a flavonoid may 
be submitted to degradation processes ( e .g . a lkal ine hydrolysis) 
and the fragments are iden t i f i ed . The s t ruc ture i s then deduced, 
and f i na l l y confirmed, if poss ib le , by synthesis . 
I t has generally been presumed that the en t i r e flavonoid 
group of natural products a r i ses by an acylphloroglucinol e y c l i -
sat ion of a polyacetyl-chain with one phenyl-propionic acid as 
terminal (CXV). The flavonoid A r ings generally display oxygen 
at both pos i t ions 5 and 7 (or , one of these i f only one oxygen), 
and the B r ings the typical shikimic-derived pa t t e rns of r ing 
hydroxylation. Some compounds also carry C-alkylations (e .g . 
methyl, methylene, isopentenyl , or C-glycosides e .g . Orientin -
CXVl) and the l a t t e r are general ly found on the A r ings (a t 
89 pos i t ion 6 or 8 ) . A large number of bis-f lavones (Biflavonoids) 
are also now known i l l u s t r a t i n g oxidative coupling of two flavonoid 
50 
residues (e.g. Gingketin - CXVTI). 
(CXVI) (cxvil) 
The production of many derivatives of orcinol and 
phloroglucinol and some larger phenolic molecules was postu-
90 lated through head-to-tail linkage of acetic acid units, and 
the generality of this hypothesis has been confirmed by several 
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biochemical experiments. Fhloroglucinol r ing has been postula ted 
according to the following scheme (Chart X) where R can co r re s -
pond to any acid normally found in na tu re . Various other schemes 
and ideas have also been proposed for flavonoid biosynthes is , 
e .g . s t a r t i n g from cinnamic acid (or r e la ted compound) derived 
by shikimic acid route with the addit ion of three ace t ic acid 
un i t s (Chart - VI I I ) . Certain experiments have been performed 
using label led precursors r e l a t ed to the shikimic acid-phenyl-
alanine group, and ace t ic acid. Labelled shikimic acid (XCIII), 
p-coumaric acid (C) phenylalanine (XCVI) or cinnamic acid were 
91 
a l l incorporated into the Cg - C3 por t ion (B) of quercetin (CXVIII). 
The Cg port ion was incorporated i n t a c t , and caffeic acid (CI) 
occurring with quercetin was found to be ac t ive . Good precursors 
of r ing B were shikimic acid.;, phenylalanine, cinnamic and 
p-hydroxy-cinnamie ac ids , but p-hydroxybenzoic, 3,4-dihydroxy-
benzoic and caffeic acids were poor. Ring A of quercetin and 
92 
also of cyanidin (CXIX) has conclusively been shown to a r i se 
from ace t ic acid. Labelled aceta te yielded also phloroglucinol . 
The use of label led glucose, a source of shikimic acid and 
also of act ive ace t ic acid (through pyruvic ac id ) , gave almost 
uniformly labe l led quercet in. 
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RCOgH + MeCO^ + MeCOgH + MeCOgB 
\ 
RC0CH 2 C0CH 2 C0CH 2 C0 gH 
RCO 
C H A R T - X 
(CXV1II ) (CXIX ) 
However, it has been found that the fungal terphenyl, 
volucrisporin (CXX), is labelled by exogenous phenylalanine, 
m-tyrosin, or shikimic acid but not by acetate. Plavonoidal 
compounds may be formed from phenylpyruvic acid (XCV). It 
has been observed that phenylpyruvic acids themselves have not 
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9 
been found in p l a n t s , but recent evidence supports a route in 
which th i s key intermediate i s most commonly converted f i r s t 
to phenylalanine, which in turn serves as the general precursor 
of phenylpropanoids (via cinnamic acid — Chart - VI I I ) . 
Fungenin, a glucoside of 3,4-dihydroxyacetophenone, has been 
shown to have a shikimic or ig in ; the hest precursor were phenyl-
alanine and caffeic acid, whereas l abe l led cinnamic, p-coumaric, 
phenyl lact ic and shikimic acids were also good, but ace t ic acid 
was very poorly incorporated. 
Coumarin (CXXl) has been variously examined with the 
observations tha t label led shikimic acid, phenylalanine, 
cinnamic, and o-coumaric acids were also incorporated; however, 
93 label led aceta te incorporation was very poor . The more 
complex coumarin, scopoletin (CXXII), has been inves t iga ted 
and i t has been shown that phenylalanine i s an excel lent precursor . 
The fungal coumarin, novobiocin (CXXIII), was also shown to 
ar ise from label led tyrosine, which i s incorporated as a whole 
in to the coumarin port ion of novobiocin. 
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( C X X I ) 
HO^ 0 ^ 0 Sugar-0 
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Plant Waxes and Hydrocarbons 
The paraff ins (alkanes - ^ H ^
 2 ) are the parent 
substances from which a l l a l i pha t i c compounds may be derived. 
The lower members are general ly present in na tura l gases, and 
the saturated hydrocarbons, ranging from CH^  to about ^ A H - M O ' 
are found in crude o i l (petroleum). Earth waxes ( e .g . ozocer i te) 
consis t la rgely of sol id para f f ins . 
A few higher paraff ins have been i so l a t ed from insec t 
waxes (e .g . beeswax contains 14% hydrocarbons) as well as 
vegetable waxes (e .g . c a n d e l i l l a wax cons is t s of 46.0% , 
97 Hentriacontane - CL.) and even from sediments . Paraff ins 
i so la ted from both plant and animal waxes have been found to 
contain predominantly an odd number of carbon atoms. 
The composition of the leaf waxes and those of other 
p a r t s of v a r i e t i e s of p l a n t s , important in agr icul ture and 
97»i02 
other f i e l d s , have created i n t e r e s t only very recent ly 
as the waxes probably affect water r e ten t ion and we t t ab i l i t y 
99a by herbicide and pes t ic ide sprays . Leaf waxes of cer ta in 
p lan t s (conifers) have been studied , c and found to contain 
polyesters ( e s to l ides ) of! sabinic ac id , H0CH2(CH ) 0.C00Hj 
jun iper io acid, HOCH-. (CHj^COOH; thapsic acid , H00C.(CH2)14C00H; 
and also l au r i c and palmit ic acids as well as the dicarboxylic 
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acid,H00C.(CH2)10C00H. B u t , l e a v e s of c e r t a i n o the r p l a n t s 
were found to con ta in long-cha in hydrocarbons , a l coho l s or 
ke tones i n s t e a d of the above. The hydrocarbons are composed 
o the r 
mainly of four chain l e n g t h s : co7""C33» whereas t h e / c o n s t i t u e n t s 
wi th an odd number of carbon atoms ( e . g . p - d i k e t o n e s are the 
98 
major components) have c h a i n - l e n g t h of C 3 1 carbons on ly . As 
98 
r e g a r d s the l ea f waxes of d i f f e r e n t v a r i e t i e s of wheat 
oc tacosanol has been found to be the main c o n s t i t u e n t . E s t e r s , 
f r ee a l coho l s and a c i d s ( i n c l u d i n g u n s a t u r a t e d C 2 2 and C„4 a c i d s ) , 
and o the r hydroxy compounds have a l so been d e t e c t e d in p l a n t 
waxes. 
S t r e i b l ' s r e c e n t work i s mainly focussed on a 
sys t ema t i c examinat ion of the composi t ion of the beeswax and 
c u t i c u l a r waxes of p l a n t s wi th a p a r t i c u l a r view to f i nd out 
the presence of homologous s e r i e s of a lkanes and a l k e n e s . The 
a p p l i c a t i o n of modern methods ( e s p e c i a l l y physicochemical ones) 
has made i t p o s s i b l e to c o l l e c t knowledge about the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of such compounds and to prove the e x i s t e n c e of s e v e r a l types of 
normal and branched-chain p a r a f f i n s and o l e f i n s * Represen ta -
t i v e s of the p h y t o g e n e t i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t p l a n t types were s e l e c t e d 
fo r s t u d i e s to f ind out most s u i t a b l e sources of less-common 
branched or u n s a t u r a t e d hydrocarbons for f u r t h e r s t r u c t u r a l 
s t u d i e s , and to e s t a b l i s h the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of a s e t of d i s t r i -
bu t ion of n -a lkanes i n taxonomy. 
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I t has been found that the t o t a l content of alkanes in 
the individual morphologically di f ferent pa r t s of the same plant 
va r ies and at times d i f fe r s by a whole order of magnitude. In 
most of the p l an t s alkanes predominate in the p e t a l s , while in 
leaves and f r u i t s they are lowest. In the p lan ts and the i r 
p a r t s alkanes were de f in i t e ly demonstrated between C12 and C3 7 , 
but lay mostly between C l 7 and C„3 along with se r ies of i s o -
alkanes (d i f ferent amount in di f ferent pa r t s ) and hydrocarbons 
of another type (most l i ke ly with branching in the middle of 
the chain) . As already indicated the content of odd numbered 
homologues heavily predominates over tha t of the even-numbered 
ones. Among them the C-- and C„9 alkanes are common, while 
sometimes C2- and C_ alkanes also occur in good amount. In 
addit ion to n-alkanes , branched-alkanes, as well as o lef ins 
(mostly between G.~ - C33) occur in s ign i f ican t amount in some 
cases. The highest olef in content has been found in p a r t s of 
flowers. 
I t has also been inferred that the applicat ion of d i s t r i -
bution schemes of n-alkanes depends on various f ac to r s , such as 
l o c a l i t y , season, and morphological l oca l i s a t i on of the plant 
sect ion. These inves t iga t ions have served the purpose of drawing 
chemotaxonomic conclusions, especia l ly because according to 
ex is t ing experience the composition and d i s t r ibu t ion of hydro-
carbons in p lan t s of lower evolution at any stage di f fer 
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remarkably from those of wax-hydrocarbons of higher p l a n t s . 
Analysis of hydrocarbons from the l i p i d f rac t ion of alga 
103 Scenedesinus revealed the presence of several homologous 
s e r i e s , predominantly C^ homologue* The olef in f rac t ion 
contains mostly alkenes (ct9*"C3i) with g rea te s t representa t ion 
of C2 7 . 
104 Lately, G.L.C. analysis has proved of immense value 
and utility for the separation and identification of hydro-
104 
carbons besides the other different chromatographic methods 
and the use of urea and mercuric acetate . 
********* 
*** 
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PRESENT WORK 
STUDIES IN NATURAL PRODUCTS 
Chemical i n v e s t i g a t i o n of the v a r i o u s p a r t s of the 
fo l lowing medicinal p l a n t s was c a r r i e d ou t , and a number of 
c o n s t i t u e n t s were ob ta ined and chemical ly examined. The 
r e s e a r c h work submit ted i n the p r e s e n t t h e s i s has been d e s -
c r i b e d s e p a r a t e l y p l a n t - w i s e i n two s e c t i o n s : 
1* S e s e l i indicum, W. & A . , and 
2. Z a t a r i a m u l t i f l o r a , Bo i s s . 
Besides the new compound, I n d o s t e r o l (from S. ind icum) , 
a l a r g e number of known p roduc t s have been i s o l a t e d and i d e n -
t i f i e d , on the b a s i s of phys ico-chemical methods and modern 
t echn iques . 
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SESELI INDICUM 
Seseli indicum , Wight & Arnold (Fam. Umbelliferae) 
grows generally in the p l a ins of India . I t i s an annual herb 
having white or pinkish flowers. The seeds are often pale 
yellow and are medicinally important. They act as an an the l -
mintic for round-worms and are also s t imulant , carminative and 
stomachic. They are also used as a medicine for c a t t l e . The 
drug (Sans. - Vanayamani) i s commonly ca l led "Banjowan" and the 
physicians presume i t to be "Ajmod", while in the market i t i s 
ca l led as n4jmodaM. 
2 Bose and Guna, i so la t ed two coumarins: sese l in and 
bergaptene, while the th i rd one, i isopimpinel l in , was obtained 
3 4 
by Spath e t a l . The seeds also contain f a t t y o i l . Later , 
e s sen t i a l o i l (2.5$) was col lected from the seeds by steam -
d i s t i l l a t i o n in these l abora tor ies and i t s physico-chemical 
p roper t i es and composition were studied . The o i l contained 
limonene, i sova le r ic acid, an unident i f ied acid (b .p . 227-31°), 
a c rys t a l l i ne acid (m.p. 110-11 C), sese l in , and bergaptene. 
The presence of selinene was indicated in the higher f r ac t ions . 
The i den t i t y of the sesquiterpene was l a t e r confirmed by 
ft O 
Bhattacharya e t a l . ,and the above acid (m.p. 110-11 C) was 
iden t i f i ed to be P -cyclolavandulic acid. The presence of 
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cyclolavandulal also was reported in the essential oil by 
7 
Dev et al. 
In view of the medicinal importance and u t i l i t y of the 
drug i t appeared des i rab le , and of considerable i n t e r e s t , to 
carry out systematic chemical examination of the p lant material 
since only a small amount of the work, as described above, has 
been done so f a r . The dried seeds were taken up for thorough 
study in the l i g h t of the modern aids and techniques of research* 
The dried and powdered seeds were subjected to solvent-
ex.traction with a number of solvents (petroleum e ther , benzene 
and alcohol respect ively) and the respect ive ex t r ac t s were then 
examined separate ly . A number of products have been i so la ted 
in pure form and character ised in the following manner. 
The petroleum ether ex t rac t was divided in to neut ra l ( i ) 
and a lka l i - so lub le ( l l ) pa r t s by treatment with aqueous solution 
(20$) of potassium hydroxide. The neut ra l pa r t ( i ) on saponi-
f i ca t ion , s t eam-d i s t i l l a t ion and chromatography (alumina) 
yielded a product .(Aj,, m.p. 68-70°; ~)J 2900, 2830, 1470, 
1375, 720 and 710 em . I t appeared to be a sa turated hydro-
carbon, and most probably hentriacontane and/or dotriacontane 
Q 
according to literature . For final confirmation the product 
was subjected to gas - liquid - chromatographic analysis and 
the product was found to be a mixture composed of a series of 
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n-alkanes (co3~C35^J mainly nonacosane (C29» 41*2%)» h e n t r i -
acontane (C3i» 24.8%); t r i t r i a con tane (C 3 3 , 16.9%); heptacosane 
(C 2 7 , 6.4%); tr iacontane (C 3 0 , 3.3%); and octacftsane (C2Q , 3.3%) 
accompanied by t races of the r e s t . The odd numbered hydrocarbons 
Q 
predominated as usual . This mixture was compared (GLC) with a 
standard mixture of authent ic specimens of n-alkanes. 
Another product ( B ) was obtained in c r y s t a l l i n e form, 
m.p, 137-38 , £ oC_/n * 3 3 » 3 » from t n e neu t ra l pa r t on further 
e lut ion with petroleum-ether and benzene ( 1 : 1 , v / v ) . The compound 
gave pos i t ive Liebermann-Burchard t e s t and yellow colour with 
tetranitromethane, and was iden t i f i ed as (i - s i t o s t e r o l by mixed-
melting point determination, co-TLC with an authentic specimen 
of the compound, and also by IR spectrum i,^JmSk„i 3570 & 1653 cm") . 
I t yielded (5 - s i tos t e ry l ace t a t e , m.p. 126-7 , which did not 
show any depression in melting-point on admixture with an authentic 
specimen of (^  - s i t o s t e r y l ace ta te . 
On further e lu t ion with benzene and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from 
methanol and chloroform another c rys t a l l i ne compound (C;TLC: 
AgNO^-homogeneous), m.p. 153-55 , [_ oC 7 * 30° mol. wt. 412 (mass), 
was obtained. On studying i t s physico-chemical p rope r t i e s , by 
preparat ion of i t s acetate and other der iva t ives and ce r ta in 
chemical react ions e t c . i t was found to be a new s t e ro l (posi t ive 
Liebermann-Burchard t e s t ) . Hence, i t was subjected to extensive 
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s tudies for s t ruc tu ra l e luc ida t ion . The s t e ro l has been found 
to belong to the stigmastane se r i e s and has been named 
wIndosteroln (from Sesel i indicum). I t s s t ruc ture has been 
discussed separately a t the end of the descr ipt ion of the 
r e s u l t s regarding t h i s p l an t , (vide $ Page 65). 
The gummy a lka l i - so lub le pa r t ( I I ) was taken in benzene 
and then subjected to chromatography over s i l i c a ge l . Elution 
with petroleum-ether (60-80°) afforded a sol id which gave 
shining c rys ta l s from methanol and chloroform, m.p. 83-85 j 
A 300, 297sh, 254, 245sh and 224nm. This was iden t i f i ed 
A max 
as suberosin by i t s p rope r t i e s , m.p. , m.m.p. and co-TLC with 
an authentic specimen of the coumarin. 
Further e lu t ion of the column with benzene gave a 
compound, m.p. 187-88°j ~\mgx 310, 268, 259, 250, 243 and 222nm. 
I t was iden t i f ied as bergaptene by co-TLC. The coumarin did 
not show any depression in mixed melting point with an authentic 
specimen of the compound. 
Fractions with chloroform yielded another c r y s t a l l i n e 
product, m.p. 119-20°, which was confirmed as sese l in by d i rec t 
comparison (m.m.p. and co-TLC) with an authentic specimen and 
JJV ( \ 330, 293. 283 and 218 nm). The l a t t e r f rac t ions 
* r\ max ' ' 
afforded a yellowish c rys t a l l i ne product, m.p. 151-53 j ~\ 
312, 269, 249, 241, and 223 nm. I t was character ised as 
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isopimpinellin (m.p. , m.m.p., co-TLC). The ex t rac t contains 
some more coumarins also in the form of inseparable mixture. 
The benzene ex t rac t of the powdered seeds was thoroughly 
examined and i t gave a l l the four coumarins and Indosterol 
mainly. No addit ional product could be i so la ted in th i s case. 
The en t i re ethanolic ex t rac t of the seeds, obtained 
af ter exhausting them with petroleum e ther , was examined for 
the presence of free sugars by paper chromatography. Glucose 
and rhamnose were found to be present in the ex t r ac t . 
This ext rac t was also used for detect ing the presence 
of carboxylic acids by ascending paper chromatography, n -
Butanol:formic acid:water (4 :1 :5 , v/v) were used for developing 
and bromophenol-blue solut ion as spraying reagent . Standard 
samples of a number of acids were used simultaneously for 
comparison. Oxalic, malic and c i t r i c acids were character ised 
in the ex t r ac t . 
The powdered seeds of Sesel i indicum were also extracted 
with sodium chloride solut ion for amino-acids. The ex t rac t 
was refluxed with hydrochloric acid and the hydrolysate was 
then taken in a porcelain dish and the mineral acid was 
completely removed. The residue was then extracted with absolute 
alcohol and the alcoholic ex t rac t was examined by descending 
paper chromatography using n-butanol :acet ic acid:water as 
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solvent system and authentic specimens of a number of amino-acids 
for comparison. Valine, Ser ine , a lanine , leucine , asparagine, 
and threonine were iden t i f i ed as amino-acids with the help of 
ninhydrin. 
COMPOUND C INDOSTEROL 
The c rys t a l l i ne compound (C) having m.p. 153-55 , 
£hc_J* * 30°, gave yellow colour with tetranitromethane and 
pos i t ive Liebermann-Burchard (red —>• green) and No l l e r ' s t e s t s 
(red colour; Cf: cho les t e ro l ) . By perbenzoic acid t i t r a t i o n 
i t indicated the presence of two o le f in ic l inkages and a 
c r y s t a l l i n e product, m.p. 123-25 , was obtained. Infrared 
spectrum of the compound (vides Spectrum A) indicated the 
presence of OH group (3325 & 1050 cm") and o le f in ic l inkages 
(1650 & 830 cm ) ; one of the e thylenic l inkages may be t r i -
subs t i tu ted . Mass spectrum of the compound (vide: Spectrum B) 
indicated and molecular ion and base peak at m/e 412 and other 
s igni f icant peaks at m/e 369, 351, 314, 300, 273, 271, 255, 
213, 159, 81 and 43 e t c . Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum 
(vide: Spectrum C) showed three vinyl protons (a t h 5.12 & 5.35) 
and methyl pro tons 1 2 ( a t 8 0 .7, 0.75, 0 .8 , 0.85, 0 .9 , 0.967, 1.00 
and 1.07). The fragmentation pa t te rn (mass spectrum) indicated 
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13 •— the compound to be a s t e r o l * /_ 412-139 = 273; and 412-(139+2^ = 
27l_J7" with an unsa tu r a t ed s ide cha in . 
Pound: C, -84.00%} H, 11.89% 
Calcd . for G2 9H4 80: C, 84.40%; H, 11.72%. 
The compound c o n t a i n s one hydroxyl group s ince i t 
y i e l d e d a monoacetate , m.p. 135-38 , /.""oC 7r + 20° , M+ 454; 
} ) 1732 & 1264 cm" . Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum 
of the a c e t a t e a l s o i n d i c a t e d the p resence of t h r e e v i n y l p ro tons 
(6~5.11 and 5 . 3 5 ) , and methyl s i g n a l s 1 2 ( a t £ 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 5 , 0 . 8 , 
0 . 8 3 , 0 . 9 , 0 . 9 5 , 1.00, 1 . 03 ) (v ide : S p e c t r a D, E and F ) . The 
compound a l so y i e l d e d a benzoa te , m.p. 160-63 ; and a 3 : 5 -
d i n i t r o b e n z o a t e , m.p. 23i-?33°; (N, 4.09%;Calcd. f o r c 3 6 H 5o°6 N 2 S 
N, 4.62%). 
14 According to the literature available no sterol of the 
composition C29H43° consisting of two double bonds, one hydroxyl 
group, and the above data appears to be known for its structure 
so far. This compound may, therefore, be given the name 
"Indosterol" (i) (from Seseli indicum). Some of the physical 
constants of this compound could be compared to an extent with 
those of Y" -spinasterol as given in the Table I. The structure 
of the so-called X-spinasterol does not appear to have been 
defined as yet. Indosterol showed depression in m.p. when 
mixed with cC -spinasterol (II) as well as with stigmasterol (ill) 
separately. 
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HO' 
k 
H 
H 
II 
Pt0 2 /Ac OH 
III 
IV&V 
VIII 
TABLE - I 
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S. 
No. 
I n d o s t e r o l 
m.p. ( C) 
oC-Spinasterol 
m.p. ( C) 
S t igmas t e ro l 
m.p. ( C) 
Y - S p i n a s t e r o l 
up. (°C) m. 
1. S t e r o l 153-55;/+30_7 172-75 ; / - 3 . 7 _ 7 l 7 0 ; ^ - 5 l j r '159-60 
2. Acetate 135-38;/+20_7 l83 ; / , -4 .7_7 144-46 ; / -55 .5_7 139-40 ; / -14_7 
3 . Benzoate 160-63 201-02;/ ,-22.5_J 160 118-19 ; / , -10 .3/ 
4 . 38 5 DNB 231-33 
5 . T e t r a - 137-38;^+29_7 
hydro-
s t e r o l 
136-37 i/+25_7 
S p e c i f i c r o t a t i o n s are given in p a r e n t h e s e s i n degrees measured 
i n sodium l i g h t . 
The above f a c t s prompted the au thor to study t h i s compound 
in more d e t a i l wi th a view to e l u c i d a t e i t s s t r u c t u r e which has 
now been i n f e r r e d to be as ( i ) on the b a s i s of the fo l lowing 
o b s e r v a t i o n s . 
The nuc l ea r magnetic resonance spectrum (60 MHz,,) of the 
compound ( c ) , i n d i c a t e d the chemical s h i f t s for methyl groups 
a t S 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 5 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 8 5 , 0 .90 , 0 .967 , 1.00 and 1.07 which may 
12a be ass igned p o s s i b l y due to the p resence of methyl p ro tons 
r e s p e c t i v e l y a t carbon atoms 18; 29; 26 & 2<7; 29; 26, 27 & 29; 
2 1 ; 19 and 2 1 . The value of & 5 .12 ( d t , 2H) may be ass igned 15 
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to the protons at the C22-C23 double bond, while the value 
S5.35 (dt. 1H) for the second olefinic linkage; possibly 
af •\-\\ 
/ \ v ' . Further, the position of the double bond in the side-
chain may also be inferred at C22 by NMR spectrum due to the 
downfield shift of the C-21 methyl signals (S 0.967 & 1.07 cf: 
P-sitosterol i 2 a : b 0.893 & 0.952; and cholesterol: S 0.875 & 
0.93). The chemical shift at 6 3.6 (m, ill) in the case of the 
compound, and at S 4.6 (m, 1H) in the case of Indosteryl acetate 
17 indicates trans-fusion of rings A and B and hydroxyl group at 
C„ position. 
On hydrogenation (Pt02/Ac0H) indosterol yielded a crys-
talline product, m.p. 136-38 ; £ <^_7n + 29 . I t gave an 
acetate, m.p. 129-30°; C(£j\ + 1 8°* T h e kydrogenated product 
gave negative test with tetranitromethane and did not indicate 
any vinyl proton in the NMR spectrum (vide: Spectrum G), but 
methyl signals at & 0.65, 0.683, 0.765, 0.783, 0.83, 0.85, 0.93 
and 1.00;Y) 3400 & 1040 cm" . This product (which may be 
*-^ max 
shown as IV) and i t s acetate did not show any depression in 
melting points on admixture respectively with authentic specimens 
of stigmastanol (V, — obtained from (i -sitosterol — VI by 
hydrogenation) and the acetate of the latter (V). Co-IR (vide: 
Spectrum H), co-TLC and m.m.p. of (IV) and stigmastanol (V) and 
their acetates suggest that indosterol has stigmastanol carbon 
skeleton (IV). 
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One o l e f i n i c l inkage may he located at C Q - C . . p o s i t i o n 
(as indicated above) further because the s t e r o l was read i ly 
18 hydrogenated in ace t i c acid so lut ion using platinum c a t a l y s t . 
I t has been reported that the hydrogenation with palladium in 
19 20 
ether , or over platinum c a t a l y s t in ace t i c acid a f fec ted 
22(23) 7 
saturat ion of the ^ x ' double bond and i somerisat ion of ^ 
to ^ * ' ( e . g . oC-spinasterol - II — » Z \ stigma^erol 
V I I ) . In the present case hydrogenation y i e lded tetrahydro-
product by platinum c a t a l y s t . 
On oxidation with chromium tr iox ide indostero l gave two 
products: The major product, m.p. 156-57°; C&J^ —- 5° had 
oC,p-unsaturated ketonic system a ; \max 252 nm ((: 11,000) 
( v i d e : Spectrum I ) ; l ) B a x 1690 and 1660 cm"1; M+ 424. The 
NMR spectrum (v ide: Spectrum J) showed methyl s i g n a l s at S 0 . 75 , 
0 . 8 , 0 .65 , 0 . 9 , 0 .98 , 1.10 and o l e f i n i c s igna l s at & 5 .12 ( t , 2H) 
and S 6.18 ( s , 1H). The downfield s h i f t ( & 6 . 1 8 ) of the one 
v iny l proton in the NMR spectrum suggested the presenoe of oC ,f*>-
21b 
unsaturated ketonic system • The formation of oC ,A-unsaturated 
ketone on oxidation suggested a l l y l i c oxidat ion pos s ib ly occurring 
at C12* This compound could be formulated as (VII I ) . I t gave 
p o s i t i v e Zimmermann t e s t . The mass spectrum of t h i s ketone 
indicated peaks at m/e 424, 381, 312, 285, 137, 81 & 43 e t c . 
The formation of the product (VIII) i n d i c a t e s the presence of 
0 6 
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2 000 A" 
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9(ll) 
nuclear Z^ unsaturation. The second oxidation product 
(minor), m.p. 157-58°; C ^ J ^ * 30°» ^
 m a x
 1 T 2 2
 c"1""1 (vide: 
Spectrum K), does not absorb UV light and is formulated as (IX). 
This product also showed positive Zimmermann test (C3 ketone)* 
The intense peak at m/e 271 in the mass spectrum (Scheme l) 
of Indosterol indicates apparently that the formation of this 
fragment takes place due to the interesting cleavage associated 
with the presence of a double bond in the side chain as described 
13 
by Djerassi e t a l . This peak appears due to the formation of 
the fragment (m/e 27l) l e f t a f te r the loss of the side chain 
(m/e 139) together with two hydrogen atoms from the molecule. 
Formation of another ion, m/e 273, i s also indicated (peak l e s s 
intense than m/e 271 peak) as a r e s u l t of competing a l l y l i c 
22(23) 
cleavage of C l 7 -C 2 0 bond. Thus, the presence of /\^ N ' double 
bond in the side chain i s indicated by the above peaks and also 
due to the strong peak at m/e 300 as a r e s u l t of the a l l y l i c 
cleavage (Schemes I I & I I I ) . 
The posi t ion of the t r i s u b s t i t u t e d double bond in the 
nucleus of th i s compound at Cg-C11 may also be concluded by 
excluding the r e s t of the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of the presence of such 
o le f in ic linkage in the nucleus. I t has been reported that the 
nuclear double bond has some influence on the fragmentation 
13 induced by the side chain double bond . Generally the m/e 271 
peak i s more intense than that at m/e 314 i f the s t e ro l has a 
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T(Q) £± v ' double bond, while the reverse situation exists in the 
case of the / v
v
 ' isomers (e.g. stigmasterol - III). Further, 
22 
i t has also been reported that the m/e 271 peak i s the base 
peak in the Zs. s t e ro ids ( e .g . oC-spinasterol - I I ) . But, 
i n the present case the base peak i s the molecular ion peak, 
m/e 412, although m/e 271 peak i s more intense than the m/e 314 
peak. I t may, therefore , be concluded tha t the double bond in 
* indosterol i s not present e i t h e r a t C- or C7 in the r ing B of the 
s t e ro ida l nucleus. 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of the presence of unsaturat ion in the 
r ing D i s also eliminated since there seems to be no evidence 
of the formation of cyclopentenone In the s t e ro l on oxidation 
when the major product (VIIl) i s obtained ( l ) m a x 1690 & 1660 cm"1). 
23 
I t was recognised that one of the most general fragmenta-
t ions of s t e ro l s and r e l a t e d C-17-substi tuted s te ro ids i s formed 
due to the loss of 42 mass uni t (by loss of carbon atoms 15, 16, 
17 of r ing D) together with the C-17 side chain. In the present 
case the peak at m/e 231 /f"412 -— (42 + 139)_J7 i s formed accordingly. 
The fragment of mass 231 as an a l l y l i c carbonium ion i s formed 
by t ransfer of an hydrogen atom from C-8 (Scheme I ) . I t has also 
13 been mentioned that more than one fragmentation i s involved in 
the formation of the fragment m/e 231. However, the re ten t ion 
of C-18 methyl function i s proposed and i s supposed to be more 
general (Scheme I I ) . Fur ther , the rupture of the highly 
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substituted 13-17 bond releases the strain. Formation of the 
ion (M+ 412) has been supposed to be of the major significance 
in the fragmentation of side chain bearing sterols when there 
is no unsaturation in the ring D. Thus, the possibility of 
unsaturation in the ring D may also be ruled out. 
The above evidence may be considered adequate for the 
structure of Indosterol carrying the important feature of the 
/V v ' double bond in the steroidal nucleus. Any further 
work in this regard could not be carried out due to paucity of 
the material and time. 
However, some more experiments may be designed towards 
strengthening the evidence for the above structure (l),and a 
few are given below for the purpose. They (and/or others) are 
proposed to be carried out during the programme of post-doctoral 
work in these laboratories. 
Indosterol may be partially hydrogenated (Pd/C - 10$) 
and then acetylated. The properties of dihydroindosterol and 
its acetate may be studied and those of the former may be compared 
with the characteristics of fi -sitosterol (VI) and other such 
products, and then some conclusions may be drawn on the basis of 
the nature of partial hydrogenation in the light of the observa-
18a tions of Barton et al. . Further, dihydroindosteryl acetate 
(X) may be oxidised by chromic acid. The formation of (XI) and 
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its study by various spectra is likely to establish further the 
presence of Cg-C.. olefinic linkage in the sterol. 
The retro-aldol condensation of (XI), the formation of 
the cleavage product and the detailed study of the physico-
chemical properties and spectra of the same are expected to 
prove conclusively the structure of indosterol as (I). 
*************** 
********* 
***** 
rHp T1 ^ >3 O 
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ZATARIA MULTIFLORA 
Z a t a r l a m u l t i f l o r a , Boiss ( S a a t a r ) , i s a small herbaceous 
p l a n t , and a r epu ted and e x t e n s i v e l y used drug i n the Unani 
system of medic ine . The drug c o n s i s t s of small l e aves mixed 
with p o r t i o n s of s l ender woody stems and numerous minute f l ower s . 
I t i s much used in I n d i a i n the form of i n fus ion as an agreeab le 
a romat ic s t i m u l a n t , d i a p h o r e t i c , d i u r e t i c and for s e v e r a l o t h e r 
25 26 27 
purposes ' • This f r a g r a n t drug has been mentioned to con ta in 
an aromat ic e s s e n t i a l o i l wi th a minty odour; a r ed and t a s t e l e s s 
ac id r e s i n , and some t ann ic a c i d s g iv ing a green p r e c i p i t a t e 
wi th f e r r i c c h l o r i d e . No chemical s t u d i e s seem to have been 
28 
c a r r i e d out on t h i s p l a n t so f a r except i t s e s s e n t i a l o i l . 
The p l a n t m a t e r i a l was sub jec t ed to s t e a m - d i s t i l l a t i o n i n these 
l a b o r a t o r i e s a few y e a r s back and a golden yel low e s s e n t i a l o i l 
(0,6%) was ob ta ined . The phys ico-chemica l p r o p e r t i e s of the 
o i l have been s t ud i ed and i t has been found to con ta in mostly 
p h e n o l i c c o n s t i t u e n t s (69%):mainly ca rvac ro l accompanied by 
t r a c e s of thymol. The non-phenol ic p o r t i o n (31%) c o n s i s t s of 
p-cymene as the major c o n s t i t u e n t . 
In view of i t s importance as a r epu ted drug i t was 
cons idered d e s i r a b l e to c a r r y out the sys temat ic chemical 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n of the f r a g r a n t p l a n t - m a t e r i a l s ince i t s only 
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e s s e n t i a l o i l has been examined to some ex ten t so f a r . 
The d r i e d and powdered drug ( c o n s i s t i n g of s tems, f lowers 
and seeds ) was sub jec ted to so lven t e x t r a c t i o n with a number of 
s o l v e n t s (petroleum e t h e r , benzene and a lcohol s u c c e s s i v e l y ) 
and the d i f f e r e n t e x t r a c t s thus ob ta ined have been examined 
29 
s e p a r a t e l y . A number of d i f f e r e n t p r o d u c t s have been i s o l a t e d 
i n pure form from these e x t r a c t s through chromatography and 
c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n , and then thoroughly s t u d i e d . 
The petroleum e t h e r e x t r a c t of the drug was d iv ided i n t o 
n e u t r a l ( i ) and a c i d i c ( I I ) p a r t s by t rea tment with a l k a l i . The 
n e u t r a l p a r t ( i ) on s a p o n i f i c a t i o n , s t e a m - d i s t i l l a t i o n and 
r e p e a t e d chromatography (alumina) y i e lded a product (A) , m.p. 
65-66° . I t was found to be i d e n t i c a l wi th t r i a c o n t a n e (Co0) on 
the b a s i s of i t s e lementa l a n a l y s i s , i n f r a r e d spectrum and mixed 
m e l t i n g p o i n t de te rmina t ion with an a u t h e n t i c specimen of the 
hydrocarbon (Co^Hgo)* Bu*> according to mass spectrum the 
molecular weight of the p roduc t was found to be 464,53 c o r r e s -
ponding to the formula C33HgQ. But the mel t ing p o i n t of t r i -
t r i a c o n t a n e recorded in the l i t e r a t u r e i s 71.8 . Hence, 
f i n a l l y to c l a r i f y t h i s anomaly the product ( A ) was then sub-
j e c t e d to g a s - l i q u i d chromatographic a n a l y s i s fo r v e r i f i c a t i o n 
and conf i rmat ion . As a r e s u l t of t h i s a n a l y s i s the produc t (A) 
was found to be a mixture of n - a lkanes (C27""C35) con ta in ing 
mainly n - C 3 3 ( 6 2 # ) ; n - C 3 1 ( l 7 # ) ; n - C 2 9 ( 5# ) ; n - C 3 2 (4%); and 
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n-C3_ (3.5$) accompanied by the minor quan t i t i e s of n - C - . , 
n -C 2 g , and n-C2 7 alkanes and t races of 2-methyl and 3-methyl 
branched paraf f ins . Odd numbered n-alkanes predominated as 
usual in t h i s case a lso . 
Juiother product ( B ) was obtained in the c r y s t a l l i n e form 
(m.p. 136-37°; £"cCj^ -32.5°) from the neut ra l pa r t on fur ther 
e lu t ion with benzene and repeated c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n (methanol and 
chloroform). I t gave pos i t ive Liebermann-Burchard t e s t and 
yellow colour with tetranitromethane* The compound has been 
iden t i f i ed as (3 - s i t o s t e r o l by infrared spectrum and mixed 
melting point with an authentic specimen of the compound. This 
compound afforded / i - s i t o s t e r y l ace ta te , m.p. 123-24 ; benzoate, 
m.p. 144-46°, and 3:5-dini t robenzoate, m.p. 203-06°. These 
der iva t ives were character ised by melting point determination, 
I .R. or elemental analysis e t c . The acetate did not show any 
depression in m.p. on admixture with the authentic specimen of 
(3-si tosteryl ace ta te . 
On e lut ion with benzene and chloroform another colourless 
c r y s t a l l i n e (ethyl aceta te) product (C), m.p. 254-56 , was 
obtained (TLC-homogeneous). I t gave pos i t ive Liebermann-Burchard 
and No l l e r ' s t e s t s and yellow colour with tetrani tromethane, and 
also yielded a d iace ta te , m.p. 212-13 , X)„„ 1245 cm"" ( a c e t a t e ) , 
max 
and 890 cm" (=CH_). The compound was identified as betulin on 
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the basis of i t s co-TLC with an authentic specimen of the 
t r i t e rpene . The IR \)
 max 3380 cm"1 (OH) and 880 cm""1 (=CH2); 
and the mass spectrum (M 442, cooH5002^ w e r e a l s o found to be 
comparable with those of the authentic sample of be tu l in . 
The acidic pa r t ( i l ) of the petroleum-ether ex t rac t was 
found to contain a product (D)« m.p. 74-75 , which gave a methyl 
e s t e r with diazomethane having m.p. 56-57 . This compound was 
supposed to be behenic acid on the basis of m.p. , elemental 
analysis and infrared spectrum: ^ ) „ „ 3340, 1705, 725 cm" . 
max 
Also, i t s methyl e s t e r showed no depression on mixed-melting 
poin t determination with an authentic specimen of methyl behenate. 
But, by GLC analysis the product was found to be a mixture of 
four components: behenic (C 2 2 , 9%); l ignoceric (C 2 4 , 56%), 
ce ro t i c (C 2 6 , 31%)} and montanic (C 2 8 , 4$) ac ids . 
On further e lut ion with benzene and ether two more acids 
(E & F), m.p. 285-90°; C^J^ • 8 5°i & 280-85°; £"^J^° + 94°» 
were also i so la t ed from the a lka l i soluble p a r t . Both of them 
gave Liebermann-Burchard and Nol l e r ' s t e s t s and yellow colour 
with tetranitromethane. The infrared spectra (vide-experimental 
sect ion) indicated them to be t r i t e rpen i c acids belonging to the 
31 oleanol ic acid se r ies . Although the spectra were almost 
i den t i ca l but they (acids) showed s igni f icant depression on 
mixed-melting point determination. 
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The major component XlLl* m.p. 285-90°, £oC_7^ + 85°, 
gave an ace ta te , m.p. 279-81°; /~0C_7D * 68.5°; a methyl e s t e r , 
m.p. 197-98°; £~cCj%" + 47.8°; and a methyl e s t e r ace ta te , 
m.p. 213-15° (TLC- a l l homogeneous). A lactone , m.p. 244°, 
was prepared from th i s acid on treatment with dry hydrogen 
chloride in chloroform (10 minutes); ^J 1765 cm" ( l ac tone) . 
33 The acid was also oxidised by Jones ' method yie ld ing a ketone 
(IR and 2,4-dinitrophenyl hydrazone, m.p. 256-59°) having 
m.p. 162-64 and giving pos i t ive Zimmermann t e s t . The acid ( E ) 
absorbed perbenzoic acid equivalent to one ethylenic linkage 
and indicated the presence of one carboxyllc acid group on 
t i t r a t i o n with standard a l k a l i . The above products were examined 
by physico-chemical methods, and the compound (£) was f ina l ly 
iden t i f i ed as oleanolic acid on the bas is of the above evidence, 
nuclear magnetic resonance & mass spectra , and the super-
imposable infrared spectrum with that of the authentic specimen 
of oleanolic acid (through the courtesy of prof. Dr. R. Tschesche, 
Bonn), although melting points of the various products (as noted 
above) did not compare well with those as recorded in l i t e r a t u r e s 
(Table 5, p . 117). _ 
The minor component JjjJ., m.p. 280-85 , / C^J^ + 9 4 » 
a lso yielded an ace ta te , m.p. 262-63 ; methyl e s t e r , m.p. 214-16°; 
and a methyl e s t e r ace ta te , m.p. 203-06°. On the basis of the 
infrared spectrum of the acid i t s e l f and those of i t s der iva t ives 
the acid was found to be belonging to the oleanolic acid se r ies . 
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But, on further careful examination (co-TLC, silica-^el^AgiNO^. etc.) 
the product was found to be a mixture of Oleanolic, Ursolic and 
epi-oleanol ic acids . 
The benzene ex t rac t obtained af ter exhausting the drug 
with petroleum-ether was also divided in to a lka l i - so lub le and 
neu t ra l p a r t s in the usual manner. The neut ra l p a r t did not 
y i e ld any pure compound and the a lka l i - so lub le pa r t on chromato-
graphy and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n afforded only one pure product 
( s ign i f i can t y ie ld) which was iden t i f i ed to be oleanolic acid 
in the above manner* 
The drug, af ter treatment with petroleum ether and 
benzene successively, was extracted with r e c t i f i e d s p i r i t . 
The alcoholic ext rac t was t r i t u r a t e d with petroleum ether and 
benzene and then the residue was taken in water and divided 
in to e ther-soluble and e ther- insoluble p a r t s . 
The e thereal solut ion on concentration yielded two 
components (G & H) through t . l . c . Both the products gave 
pos i t ive Mg/HCl and f e r r i c chloride t e s t s and were l a t e r obtained 
in pure form in some quanti ty sby preparat ive th in- layer chromato-
graphy (benzene:pyridine:formic acid - 36:9:5, v / v ) . 
The product G, m.p. 223-30°, indica ted 3 6 "\ 345, 266(sh), 
—
 s»max 
245(sh) nm; AlClg: 420, 301, 270 nm; AlClgHCl: 345, 294, 270 nm; 
NaOAc: 410, 310, 279, 264 nm; NaOAc/H B0»5 370, 303, 290, 255 nm; 
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and NaOMe: 400, 315, 275 nm. I t was i d e n t i f i e d as l u t e o l i n 
supported by m . p . , num.p. and co-TLC with an a u t h e n t i c specimen. 
I t gave an a c e t a t e , m.p. 234-35°; NMR?6a,D $ 2.35 (d , a c e t a t e 
p r o t o n s ) ; 6.65 (d , 6-H); 6.9 (d , 8-H); 7.4 (d , 5-H); 7.72 ( s , 2 '-H) 
and 7.84 ( s , 6 ' - H ) . I t s methyl e t h e r had m.p, 191-93° , NMR: 
£ 3 . 8 5 (d , methoxyl p r o t o n s ) , 6.35 (d , 6-H); 6.55 (d , 8-H); 6.9 
( d , 5 ' ^ i , J=8.0 c p s ) ; 7 .3 (2 ' -H) and 7.4 ( 6 ' - H ) . 
The o ther component (H, minor ) , m.p. 288-90 , was i d e n t i -
f i e d as 6-methyl que rce t i n by m . p . , m.m.p. and co-TLC wi th an 
a u t h e n t i c specimen of the compound. I t s i d e n t i f y was f u r t h e r 
confirmed by p r e p a r a t i o n of i t s methyl e t h e r , m.p. 165-66°, NMR: 
6 1 . 8 5 ( s , 3H); 4 .00 ( s , OCHg); 6.6 ( s , 8-H); 7.00 (d , 5«-H); 
7.4 ( s , 2 I - H ) ; and 7.5 ( s , 6 ' - H ) . 
The res idue ob ta ined from the e t h e r - i n s o l u b l e p a r t of the 
a l c o h o l i c e x t r a c t was sub jec ted to p r e p a r a t i v e paper chromato-
graphy using n - b u t a n o l : a c e t i c ac id :wa te r (4$1 :5 , v / v ) . Three 
main components (I,, J & K) were ob ta ined in pure form. They 
a l s o gave p o s i t i v e f e r r i c ch lo r ide and Shinoda t e s t s fo r f l avono ida l 
compounds. 
The product (I.) had m.p. 250-55°; "X 343, 268, 250 nm; 
""" ' » max. 
A1C13: 410, 350, 330, 297, 272 nm; A1C13/HC1: 390, 345, 296, 278, 
262 nm; NaOAc: 405, 266, 252 nm; Na0Ac/HoB0Q: 370, 264, 252 nm; 
and NaOMe: 395, 268, 257 nm; I R l J ^ 0 1 3500, 3120, 1675, 1570, 
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1555, 1500 and 840 cm . This was sub jec ted to the a c i d -
h y d r o l y s i s and the aglycone obta ined had m.p. 320-25 . I t was 
i d e n t i f i e d as l u t e o l i n by m . p . , m.m.p. and co-TLC. The aqueous 
s o l u t i o n a f t e r working up as usual was t e s t e d for the sugar 
moiety which was found to be glucose by paper chromatography 
i n the usua l manner. Methyl e t h e r of the p roduc t ( i ) was a l s o 
p repa red , and then hydro lysed . I t gave the p a r t i a l l y methyla ted 
aglycone having m.p. 285°} \
 m a v 326, 285, 262 nm; A1C1Q$ 326, 
280, 264 nm; AlClg/flClj 325, 285, 263 nm; NaOAcs 320, 276 nm; 
Na0Ac/H3B03: 329, 281, 266 nm; and NaOMe: 328, 276 nm. These 
va lue s i n d i c a t e d the l inkage of g lucose a t C7 . Thus, the 
product ( i ) was i d e n t i f i e d as l u t e o l i n - 7 - 0 - D - g l u c o s i d e . 
The compound ( J ) showed UV absorp t ion a t ~\„.Q 340, 268, 
256 nm; A1C13: 415, 323sh, 297sh, 278, 257 nm; AlGlg/HClj 399, 
345, 296sh, 277, 260 nm; NaOAc: 405, 350, 267sh, 257sh nm; 
NaOAc/HgBOgj 375, 256 nm; and NaOMe! 408, 298 and 274 nm. I t 
was hydrolysed (mineral ac id - 10%) and the aglycone ob ta ined 
possessed m.p. 312-16 . I t showed no depress ion i n mel t ing po in t 
on admixture with an a u t h e n t i c specimen of q u e r c e t i n . The sugar 
p a r t was a l s o analysed by paper chromatography and found to 
con ta in glucose and rhamnose. Methyl e t h e r , m.p. 153-55° (TLC-
homogeneous), and a c e t a t e , m.p. 190-95°, of the above aglycone 
were a l so prepared which f u r t h e r confirmed i t s i d e n t i t y . 
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The d ig lycos ide was conver ted i n t o methyl e t h e r and the 
produc t was then hydro lysed . The r e s u l t i n g p a r t i a l l y methyla ted 
aglycone was a l so s t u d i e d . I t showed ^ a a x 330, 282, 265 nm; 
A1C1-: 330, 282, 265 nm; AlClg/HCl: 330, 282, 265 nm; NaOAe: 340, 
310, 274 nm; NaOAc/H3B03J 330, 281, 266 nm; and NaOMe: 380, 345, 
309, 274 nm. F i n a l l y , the compound J was a c e t y l a t e d and the 
a c e t y l d e r i v a t i v e was p u r i f i e d by chromatography ( s i l i c a g e l ) . 
The a c e t a t e ( s e m i - s o l i d ) showed NMR s i g n a l s a t 8 1.2 (d , CH3, 
rhamnose); 2.0 and 2.4 (d , a c e t a t e p r o t o n s ) ; 4 . 7 ( l H, rhamnosyl 
p ro tons ) and 5 .3 (m, 1H, g lucosy l proton ) . The above f a c t s 
i n d i c a t e d the product ( J ) to be q u e r c e t i n - 7 - 0 - D - g l u c o s i d e - 3 -
rhamnoside. 
The product K had m.p. 172-73°: A
 m a x # 330, 270 nm; A1C13$ 
384, 335, 301, 270 nm; A1C13/HC1: 387, 335, 301, 372 nm; NaOAc: 
398, 311, 270 nm; NaOAc/fl3B03s 328, 270 nm; and NaOMe: 400, 305sh, 
279 nm. I t afforded an a c e t a t e , m.p. 207-08 (TLC homogeneous). 
The compound K was hydrolysed by su lphur i c ac id {±0%) and the 
aglycone, m.p. 347-48 , was i d e n t i f i e d as ap igen in by m . p . , 
m.m.p. and co-TLC with an a u t h e n t i c specimen. The sugar moiety 
was confirmed as g lucose by co-paper chromatography ( n - b u t a n o l : 
a c e t i c ac id :wa te r 4 : 1 : 5 , v / v - o rgan ic l a y e r ) . On the b a s i s of 
the above the product ( K ) has been i d e n t i f i e d as a p i g e n i n - 7 - 0 -
D-glucos ide . 
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Another product (L)_ was also i so la t ed from the above 
alcoholic ex t r ac t . I t gave pos i t ive Liebermann-Burchard t e s t 
and yellow colour with tetrani tromethane, m.p. 297-99°, 
•\^  3500, 1055 (Broad) c m . I t afforded an ace t a t e , m.p. 
,i/max. i v 
175-77°;^ 1750 cm"1 (C=0), 1245 cm"1; NMRS b 0.70, 0.80, 
0 .88, 1.00 (CH3 p ro tons) ; 2.03 (q, acetate p ro tons ) , 5.25 ( l vinyl 
pro ton) . The infrared spectrum of L and the NMR spectrum of i t s 
acetate were found to be iden t i ca l with those of fi - s i t o s t e r o l -
D-glycoside and i t s aceta te respec t ive ly . 
The above saponin was hydrolysed (mineral acid 10%) in to the 
aglycone and sugar p a r t s . Glucose has been iden t i f i ed as the sugar 
moiety by co-pap er-chromatography. The aglycone, m.p. 131-34°, 
has been found to be ft - s i t o s t e r o l by m.p. , in. m.p. and co-TLC 
with an authentic sample of the s t e r o l . The compound (L) was 
character ised further as /3-s i tos terol -D-glycoside by m.p. , m.m.p. 
and co-TLC with an authentic specimen of the saponin (vides 
Spectra Co-IR-L). 
The en t i re alcoholic ex t rac t of the drug was also examined 
for the presence of free sugars by co-paper chromatography. 
Galactose, glucose and rhamnose were iden t i f i ed by comparison. 
The drug was extracted by aqueous ethanol (50%) at the 
room and boi l ing temperatures as wel l . These ex t rac t s were then 
separately examined by ascending paper-chromatography for non-
v o l a t i l e carboxylic acids using n-butanolsformic acidswater, and 
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the bromophenol-blue solut ion as the spraying reagent . 
Authentic specimens of a number of acids were used for comparison 
simultaneously. The alcohol ic ex t rac t contained succinic and 
gluconic ac ids , while the aqueous-alcoholic e x t r a c t , however, 
indicated the presence of succinic , malic and oxal ic ac ids . 
The drug was also extracted with sodium chloride solut ion 
(2%) for amino-aeids. The ex t rac t was then hydrolysed with 
hydrochloric acid (6N), and the mineral acid was t o t a l l y removed. 
The residuial gummy matter was dissolved in absolute alcohol, and 
alcoholic ex t rac t was then examined for amino-acids by descending 
i l t 1 
paper chromatography using n-butanolj ace t ic acid:water (4$i :5 ,v/v, 
upper l a y e r ) , and ninhydrin ( in acetone) as a detect ing reagent . 
Authentic samples of a number of amino-acids were used for 
comparison simultaneously. Glycine, Arginine, Valine and 
Asparagine were found to be present in the above ex t r ac t . 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * 
RESIME 
(Summary of the results obtained) 
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RESUME 
In s h o r t , a l l the p roduc t s i s o l a t e d and i d e n t i f i e d from 
the two p l a n t s ( i & I I ) as a r e s u l t of t h e i r chemical i n v e s t i -
g a t i o n may be l i s t e d below. 
I . CONSTITUENTS FROMSESELI INDICUM. W & A 
A. Petroleum e the r E x t r a c t 
( i ) Neut ra l p a r t 
( a ) n-Alkanes of the s e r i e s C_3 - C3_; 
mainly J 
i . n-Nonacosane (C09) 4 1 . 2 $ 
2. n -Een t r i acon tane (C 3 ± ) 24 .8# 
3. n - T r i t r i a c o n t a n e (G 3 3 ) 16 .9$ 
4 . n-Hep taeosane (C 2 j ) 6 . 4 $ 
5 . The r e s t i n t r a c e s . Odd-numbered predominated 
as u s u a l . 
(b) [B-S i tos te ro l ( a c e t a t e ) 
( c ) Unknown s t e r o l — I n d o s t e r o l ( a c e t a t e , benzoa te , 
3 s 5 - d i n i t r o b e n z o a t e , k e t o n e s , t e t r a h y d r o - p r o d u c t 
and epox ide ) ; v a r i o u s ana lyses and s p e c t r a . 
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On the bas is of extensive s tudies the following 
s t ructure has been proposed for the s t e ro l belonging 
to the stigmastane series* 
( i i ) Alkal i-soluble pa r t 
Coumarins 
i . Sesel in , 
2. Bergaptene, 
3. Isopimpinellin, and 
4. Suberosin. 
B. Alcoholic Extract 
( i ) Amino-acids 
Serine, Alanine, Leucine, Valine, Asparagine and 
Threonine. 
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( i i ) Sugars 
Glucose and Rharanose. 
( i i i ) Carboxyl ic ac ids 
O x a l i c , Succ in ic and C i t r i c a c i d s . 
I I . ZATARIA MULTIFLORA, BOISS 
A. Petroleum e t h e r E x t r a c t 
( i ) Neu t ra l F a r t 
(a) n-Alkanes of the s e r i e s C2 g - C 3 5 ; 
mainly* 
1. n - T r i t r i a c o n t a n e (C 3 3 ) 62. 
2. n -Hent r iacontane (C 3 1 ) 17 .0$ 
3. n-Nonacosane (C09) 5 . 0 $ 
4 . n -Dot r iacontane (CQO) 4 . 0 $ 
5 . n - P e n t a t r i a e o n t a n e (C35) 3 .5$ 
6. The r e s t i n t r a c e s 
(b) ft-Sitosterol ( a c e t a t e , benzoate and 3 s 5 - d i n i t r o -
b e n z o a t e ) . 
( c ) Be tu l i n ( d i a c e t a t e ) . 
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( i i ) Acidic Far t 
(a) Fat ty acids (methyl e s te r s ) 
1. Lignocerie acid (C24) 56.0$ 
2. Cerotic acid (C2 6) 31.0% 
3. Behenic acid (C22) 9.0# 
4. Montanic acid (C28) 4.0% 
(b) Oleanolic acid ( ace ta te , benzoate, methyl e s t e r , 
methyl e s t e r ace t a t e , lactone and/ketone-oleanonic 
ac id ) . 
(c) Ursolic acid (minor) 
(d) fipi-oleanolic acid (minor)(aceta te , methyl es te r 
and methyl es te r ace t a t e} . 
B. Alcoholic Extract 
( i ) Flavonoids 
(a) Ether-soluble pa r t 
1. Luteolin (methyl ether and a c e t a t e ) . 
2. 6-Methyl quercetin (methyl e t h e r ) . 
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(b) Ether- insoluble pa r t 
1. Luteolin-7-O-D-glucoside (methyl e the r , aglycone, 
and p a r t i a l l y methylated aglycone). 
2. Quercetin-7-0-D-glueoside-3-rhamnoside (methyl 
e ther , ace ta t e , aglycone, Me-ether of aglycone and 
acetate of aglycone). 
3. Apigenin-7-0-D-g;lucoside (aceta te and aglycone). 
( i i ) Sitosterol-ffi-D-glucoside (aceta te and aglycone). 
( i i i ) Amino-acids 
Glycine, Arginine, Valine and Asparagine. 
( iv) Carboxylio acids 
Oxalic, gluconic, malic and succinic ac ids . 
(v) Free sugars 
Glucose, galactose and rhamnose. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * 
* * 
EXPERIMENTAL 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Melting points were f inal ly checked by Kofler-Block. 
Optical rotations were generally measured in chloroform (and 
A-B) unless otherwise stated. Infrared speotra were mostly 
taken with potassium bromide and the nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectra were recorded (in CDClg) with tetramethyl-silane as 
internal standard (60 MEL). The ultraviolet spectra were taken 
in methanol. The alumina and s i l i c a gel used for different 
chromatographic purposes were obtained from National Chemical 
Laboratory, Poonaj S. Merck (India); and E. Merck (West Germany). 
Different types of compounds were isolated and identif ied 
separately from two plants by various physico-chemical methods. 
The experimental work has been recorded accordingly in two 
sections 1 and 2. 
1. Sesel i indicum, W. & A. 
2. Zataria multiflora, Boies. 
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SESELI INDICUM 
Extraction 
The dried and powdered seeds of Sesel i indicum, W. & A,; 
( l kg) were extracted successively with petroleum ether (60-80°, 
6.5L), benzene (6L) and ethanol (51) at their boil ing points 
and the different extracts were obtained as noted below after 
complete removal of the respective solvents. 
1. Petroleum-ether (60-80°) - 30 g. 
2. Benzene - 45 g. 
3. Ethanol - 50 g. 
Petroleum-ether extract 
The extract (30 g ) , taken in ether, was treated with 
aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide (20£) and then divided 
into alkali-soluble and alkali- insoluble (neutral) parts in the 
usual manner. The alkal i-soluble portion was acidif ied with 
dilute hydrochloric acid and extracted with ether* The ethereal 
solution was then dried over anhy. sod. sulphate. The residue 
(10 g) on removal of ether formed the alkal i -soluble part. 
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I* Neutral part 
The neutral part (18 g) was saponified in alcohol (150 ml) 
by refluxing with aleoholic potassium hydroxide (6 g) for two 
hours. After saponification the alcohol was d i s t i l l e d off. The 
unsaponifiable matter was then separated from the soap solution 
by means of ether. The vo la t i l e matter from the unsaponifiable 
portion was then removed by steam-dist i l lat ion, and a gummy 
residue (11 g) was obtained. This was taken in benzene and 
after chromatographic treatment on alumina the following products 
were obtained. 
Product A 
Elution with petroleum-ether (40-60°) and crysta l l i sa t ion 
from alcohol yielded a colourless product (150 mg), m.p. 68-70°; 
^max 2 9 0 0 » 2 8 3 0 » 1*^0, 1375, 720 and 7i0 cm"1. I t appeared to 
be a saturated hydrocarbon (probably hentriacontane and/or 
dotriacontane) • Finally, this product was subjected to GLC 
analysis for the verif icat ion and f inal confirmation. I t was 
found to be a mixture of n-alkanes of the series C„0 - COBr 
d o OS 
as given below (Table 2)* The product was compared with the 
mixture of authentic specimens of the paraffins. 
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TABLE - 2 
i . Nonacosane (C29Hg0) 
2. Hentriaeontane (C31Hg4) 
3. Tritriacontane (CggH68) 
4. fieptacosane (C27H56^ 
5. Triaeontane (C3QH62) 
6. Octacosane (C28H58^ 
7. Dotriaeontane (CgJ^gg) 
8. Pent a tri aeon tane (C^H^) 
9* Hexacosane (cOA^SA) 
10. Pentacosane (C25Hg2) 
11. Tetracosane ( C ^ s o ^ 
12. Tricosane (Cgg^^g) 
Composition 
41.2 
24.8 
16.9 
6.4 
3 .3 
3 .3 
2 .2 
2 .2 
Trace8 
* > 
»# 
» t 
M 
The above figures indicated that the n-alkanes containing 
odd numbered carbon atoms predominated in this plant (seeds) 
also according to the general findings so far col lected by 
Streibl and others (vide: theoretical portion). 
Product B 
Further elution of the column with petroleum-ethers 
benzene ( l s l» v/v),and purification by repeated crysta l l i sat ion 
from methanol and chloroform yielded a crystal l ine product ( B -
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100 mg), nup. 137-38°, £"c^J^ - 33,3°. I t gave posit ive 
Liebermann-Burchard t e s t and yellow colour with tetranitro-
methane. I t was identif ied as fi-sitosterol by mixed melting 
point determination and co-TLC with an authentic specimen of 
the compound, and further confirmed through i t s acetate. 
Acetate - The product (B, 50 mg) was mixed with acetic 
anhydride ( l ml) and pyridine (6 drops) and allowed to stand at 
room temperature for 24 hours. The mixture was then poured onto 
ice and the sol id f i l t ered off. I t was crysta l l i sed from methanol 
as colourless flakes (40 mg), m.p. 126-27°. This derivative did 
not show any depression in melting point on admixture with an 
authentic specimen of (3 -s i tosterylacetate • 
Product C 
On further elution with benzene and crystallisation from 
methanol and chloroform another crystalline product (C, 300 mg} 
TLC - homogeneous, silica gel/AgN03-20#) was obtained, m.p. 
153-55°; /r*^^D^3aXy-ieid,0.02%). x t g a v e P08itive Webermann-
Burchard test, red colour with Holler's test (ofJ cholesterol) 
and yellow colour with tetranitromethane. The IR spectrum 
showed the presence of -OH (3325 and 1050 cm"1), CsC (1650 cm"1), 
and EgCsCHR (830 cm ) groups. Its molecular weight was found 
to be 412 (mass spectrum - molecular ion and base peak). 
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According to the fragmentation pattern (m/e 369, 351, 300, 273, 
271, 255, 213, 159, 139) the compound appeared to posses s 
s t ero ida l n u c l e u s 1 3 : 412-139 = 273, and 412-(139+2) = 271. 
Pound t C, 34.00%; H, 11.39%, 
Calculated for C29E^|0 .: C, 34.40%; H, 11.72%. 
The NMR spectrum indicated s i g n a l s 1 2 * at S 0.7 (H-13) , 0.75 (H-29) , 
0 .3 (H-26 & 27) , 0.35 (H-29), 0 .90 (H-26, 27 & 29) , 0.967 ( H - 2 l ) , 
i . 0 0 (H-19), 1.07 (H-21), 5 .12 (2H-vinyl protons) , and 5.35 
( iH-vinyl proton) . Following der iva t ive s were prepared towards 
i t s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n . 
(a) Acetate - The compound (100 mg) was mixed with a c e t i c 
anhydride ( l ml) and pyridine (4 drops) , heated for two hours on 
a 8team-bath, and was then worked up in the usual manner. The 
crude acetate was chromatographed over alumina and e lu ted with 
petroleum-ether (40 -60° ) . Shining c r y s t a l s were obtained on 
c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from methanol and acetone, m.p. 135-38°; 
C<XJ^ * 2 0 ° (homogeneous, TLC: s i l i c a gel /AgN0 3); l ) a a x 1730 
and 1240 cm ; M - 454, important peaks at m/e 394, 340, 315, 
313, 273, 255, 213, 159 and 139 e t c . The NMR spectrum indicated 
s i g n a l s a t & 0 .70 , 0 . 75 , 0 . 30 , 0 . 8 3 , 0 . 90 , 0 .95 , 1.00 and 1.03 
(CH3 protons) ; 2 .0 ( s , a c e t a t e ) ; 4 .60 (3<*H); 5 .11 ( d t , v iny l 
protons};and 5 .33 ( d t , v inyl proton) . 
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(b) Benzoate - I t was prepared by treating the sterol 
(100 mg) with benzoyl chloride ( i ml) and pyridine (6 drops) 
at room temperature (34 hrs . ) • The crude ester was then chro-
matographed over alumina, and eluted with l ight petrol , and 
crysta l l i sed from acetone and petrol , m.p. 160-63° (TLC-single 
spot, 80 mg). 
(o) 3?5-Dinitrobenzoate - The sterol (100 mg) was treated 
with freshly prepared 3$5~dinitrobenzoyl chloride (lOO mg) and 
pyridine ( l ml) and heated on a steam-bath for 45 minutes. 
Aqueous solution of sodium bicarbonate (5%) was added to the 
•cooled mixture, and the sol id ester was then f i l t ered . The 
crude derivative (90 mg) was crysta l l i sed from acetone and 
petroleum-ether, m.p. 231-33°. 
Bound J N, 4.09$, 
Calculated for C36H5006^2*H» 4.6256. 
(d) Tetrahydroproduct - The sterol (150 mg) was hydrogenated 
in glacial acetic acid (20 ml) using platinum catalyst (Pt0 2 , 
40 mg). The hydrogenated product (110 mg) was crystal l i sed 
from methanol and chloroform (TLC - homogeneous, s i l i c a g e l / 
AgN03-20#), m.p. 136-38°} C^JD * 20°. I t gave negative tes t 
with tetranitromethane and did not indicate any vinyl proton 
l O i 
signals in the NMR spectrum but methyl protons signals at 
SO.65, 0.683, 0.783, 0.85, 0,893 and 1.00} ^)
 n&x 3400 and 
1040 cm""1. 
Acetate - The above product (d) was treated with acetic 
anhydride and pyridine for aoetylation. After working up as 
usual the acetate was crystal l i sed from methanol, m.p. 129-30°} 
Z~°c _7D • 18°. 
The tetrahydroproduct and i t s acetate did not show any 
depression in melting point on admixture respectively with 
authentic specimens of stigmastanol (obtained from p - s i t o s t e r o l 
by hydrogenation with Pd/C-iO# in ethanol), and i t s acetate. 
Co-IR, co-TLC, and m.m.p. of the tetrahydroproduct and stigmastanol 
and their acetates respectively suggested that indosterol has 
stigmastane type carbon skeleton, 
(e) Oxidation of the sterol - The compound (C, 500 mg) 
was taken in acetone ( d i s t i l l e d over KMnO*) and cooled into a 
freezing mixtue (5-10°). The Jones' reagent (chromium trioxide 
in cone. BUSO., cooled) was added to the cooled solution drop wise 
with constant st irring t i l l a reddish brown colour persisted and 
the reaction mixture was allowed to stand at room temperature for 
about 30 minutes and then diluted with cold water. The product 
(443 mg),after extracting with ether,was chromatographed over 
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s i l i c a ge l , Elution with benzene and crysta l l i sat ion from 
methanol and acetone yielded a compound (TLC-single spot) , m.p. 
156-57°} /""C^^/JJ - 5 • The IR spectrum showed bands at 
X)m a x i690 and 1660<z»*. The NMR spectrum16 indicated methyl 
signals at & 0 .75, 0 .8 , 0,85, 0 ,9 , 0.98, 1,10 and 1.17, and 
o le f in ic signals at & 4.9 ( t , 1 H) and S 5,80 ( s , 1 H); 
r „ 252 nm, £11,000 * . The mass spectrum showed the parent 
/\max. *C29fi44°2^ 
ion peak at m/e 424/and the other important fragments at m/e 381, 
312, 285, 137, 81 and 43 e tc . The la t ter fractions of the eluent 
(benzene) gave a different product which on crysta l l i sat ion from 
methanol and chloroform had m.p. 157-58°; /T^Jn * 3 0 ° (TLC -
homogeneous); "})_,__ 1722 em (CsO). I t did not show any 
* - ^ Jul CIA* 
absorption in the UV region. The former product was found to be 
an c?( >|i-unsaturated ketone, while the second a saturated one. 
Both the products gave positive Zimmermann t e s t . 
(*) Enoxidation - The number of double bonds present in 
the sterol was determined by per-acid t i t ra t ion . The compound 
(C, 200 mg) in chloroform (10 ml) was treated with perbenzoic 
acid (freshly prepared - 12 ml) in chloroform (12 ml) and kept 
for 24 hrs. in a refrigerator and then the contents were t i trated 
against standard solution of sodium thiosulphate (N/30.6) in the 
usual manner (lodometric) using potassium iodide. Calculations 
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indicated tbe presence of two double bonds. A crystalline 
product, m.p. 123-25°, was also obtained after chromatography 
and crystallisation (ethyl acetate). 
On the basis of the careful survey of the literature and 
the study of the physical constants and properties of the sterol, 
its different derivatives and reaction products,it appeared to be 
9( 11) 
a new sterol carrying an important feature ( Z^ double bond) 
in the steroidal nucleus along with z \ 2*2,3' double bond in the 
side chain as has been discussed earlier, and the structure derived. 
II. Alkali - soluble part 
The brownish gummy alkali-soluble part (10 g) was taken in 
benzene (30 ml) and subjected to column chromatography over silica 
gel (300 g). the following coumarins were obtained in pure form 
(TLC) after elution with different solvents. They emitted 
fluorescence when exposed to ultraviolet light. No acidic 
constituent was found in this part. 
Product D 
Elution with petroleum-ether (60-80°) and crysta l l i sat ion 
from methanol and chloroform afforded a product (*>), m.p. 83-85°; 
"A max 3 3 °* 2 9 7 s n » 2 5 4» 245sh, and 224 nm (TLC-homogeneous). 
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39 This product has been identi f ied as suberosin by m.p., m.m.p. 
and co-TLC with an authentic specimen of the. compound. 
Product E 
Further elation of the column with benzene gave another 
compound which has been identified as bergaptene, m.p. 187-88°, 
"^«o~ 3 1 0 » 2 6 8 » 2 5 9 » 2 5 0 > 2 4 3 and 222 nm» I t d l d n o t s h 0 w any 
depression in melting point on admixture with an authentic 
specimen of the coumarin. 
Product F 
Chloroform yielded the third crystal l ine product (F), 
m.p, 119-20°: "\ „,„_ 330, 292, 283, and 218 nm. I t was charac-
terised as sesel ln by co-TLC and direct comparison with an 
authentic specimen (m.m.p). 
Product G 
The la t ter fractions obtained from chromatography with 
chloroform gave a yellow crystal l ine product (G), m.p. 151-53°, 
A max. 3 1 2 ' 2 6 9 ' 2 4 9 ' 2 4 1 a n d 2 2 3 nm* X t w a s i d e n t i f i e d as 
isoplmpinellin by m.p,, m.m.p. and co-TLC with an authentic 
specimen of the coumarin. 
N.B. The l a s t three coumarins are also obtained in quantity 
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in the form of a crystalline mixture in tbe very beginning 
directly by petrol extract of tbe seeds on concentration of tbe 
extract. 
Alcoholic extract 
Sugars 
Tbe entire alcoholic extract of tbe seeds was used as 
such for detection of free sugars. Glucose and rhamnose have 
been detected in tbe extract by descending co-paper chromatography 
(solventsn-butanolsacetic acid:water - 4:1:5, upper layer), using 
Whatman f i l t e r paper No. i and aniline-ph thai ate in n-butanol. 
Non-volatile carboxylic acids 
The seeds (250 g) were extracted (under reflux) with 
alcohol for 12 hours, and then the extract concentrated in vacuo. 
Ascending paper chromatographic method (Fi l ter paper-Whatman 
No. l ) was used for characterisation of the water-soluble non-
va lat i l e organic acids using n-butanolsformic acid:water (4s1*5, 
v/v organic layer) solvent system. After developing the chromato-
gram for 12 hours, i t was air-dried overnight, and then heated 
for 8 hours at 80° and f inal ly sprayed with bromophenol-blue 
(0.04% in alcohol) . These acids were detected as lemon-yellow 
spots. The extract was employed in water along with the authentic 
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specimens of the various known carboxylic acids for comparison. 
Oxalic, malic and citric acids were finally detected in this 
extract by repeating the experiment several times for confirmation. 
Amino acids 
The dry and powdered seeds (250 g) were exhausted with 
petroleum-ether then treated with aqueous sodium chloride 
solution (2% - 400 ml) for about 8 hours. The sodium chloride 
extract (100 ml) was then heated with hydrochloric acid (6N, 
25 ml) for 20 hours on a steam-hath. Thereafter the mineral acid 
was completely removed from the hydrolysate and the residue was 
then extracted with absolute alcohol. This extract was used 
for examining amino-acids. 
Descending paper chromatographic technique (Whatman 
Fi l ter Paper No.l) was employed using n-butanoltacetic acids 
water (4$1:5, v/v - organic layer - 20 hrs . ) as the developing 
solvent system. The dried chromatogram was then sprayed with 
ninhydrin in acetone (0 .1$) . Final ly , i t was kept in an e lec tr ic 
oven at 55 for 10 mts. and the amino-acids were looated as 
coloured spots using'various authentic samples simultaneously. 
Serine, alanine, leucine, val ine, asparagine and, threonine 
were thus Identified in the above extract. 
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ZATARIA MULTIFLORA 
Extraction 
The dried and powdered drug (l kg,- consisting of leaves, 
stems and seeds) was extracted successively with the following 
solvents (4.5 litres) at their respective boiling points for 
twenty hours, and the different extracts were obtained as noted 
below after complete removal of the respective solvents* 
i* Petroleum-ether (60-90°) - 45 g. 
2. Benzene - 35 g. 
3. Ethanol - 50 g. 
4. Methanol - 22 g. 
Petroleum-ether extract 
The viscous mass (45 g) obtained after removal of the 
solvent was taken in ether, treated with aqueous solution of 
potassium hydroxide (5%) and was then divided into neutral and 
acidic part8 in the usual manner. The alkali-soluble portion 
was acidif ied with dilute hydrochloric acid, extracted with 
ether and then the ethereal solution was dried over anhydrous 
8odium sulphate. This formed the acidic part. 
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Neutral part 
The neutral part (33 g) was saponif ied in alcohol (200 ml) 
by ref luxing with a l coho l i c so lu t ion of potassium hydroxide 
(10 g) for s i x hours. After saponi f i ca t ion , the alcohol was 
d i s t i l l e d off and the residue d i lu ted with water (300 ml) . The un-
saponi f i eb le matter was then separated from the soap-so lut ion 
by e ther . The v o l a t i l e matter from the unsaponifiable portion 
was then removed by s t e a m - d i s t i l l a t i o n and the residue was obtained 
as a brownish gummy mass (15 g ) . This was taken i n benzene and 
subjected to chromatographic p u r i f i c a t i o n over alumina, and the 
fo l lowing products were obtained. 
Product A 
Elution with petroleum-ether (60-80°) and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n 
from alcohol y ie lded a c o l o u r l e s s product (A), m.p. 65-66°, which 
showed s ing le spot on thin layer chromatography ( s i l i c a g e l ) . 
I t was found to be a saturated hydrocarbon (IR) and the elemental 
a n a l y s i s compared with that of tr iaoontane, " ) ) _ _ _ 2960, 2920, 
and 2850 cm"1 (C-H saturated); 1470, 1460 and 1375 cm""1 (C-CH3); 
730 & 720 cm (CH„) . The product did not show any depression 
in m.p. on admixture with an authentic specimen of the n-alkane 
C30H62 (* r o m Czechoslovakia). 
Founds C, 85.56%; H, 14.22$ 
Calculated for c3(^62s c> 35.22$; H, 14.78$. 
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But, on the bas i s of mass spectrum the molecular weight was 
ind ica ted as 464.53 corresponding to n-paraff in C3 3H6 8(m.p. 7 1 . 8 ° , 
L i t . ) 8 (Calcd. for G^QQ* C, 85,26%; H, i 4 . 7 4 # ) . This anomaly 
.was c l a r i f i e d by CrLC ana lys i s which indicated the product to be 
a mixture of n-paraff ins as given below (Table 3 ) , accompanied 
by traoes of some o l e f i n s and branched-chain hydrocarbons. Odd 
9 
numbered homologues predominated . 
TABLE - 3 
Composition (%) 
1. n-Tritriacontane (C33HfiQ) 62 .0 
2. n-Hentriacontane (C31Hg^) 17.0 
3 . n-Nonacosane (C2gHg0) 5 . 0 
4 . n-Dotriacontane (CgoHg^) 4 . 0 
5 . n-Pentatriacontane (C3«H72) 3.5 
6. n-Tetratriacontane ( C ^ B ^ Q ) Very small quantity 
7. n-Triacontane ( C 3o H 6 2 ) »» »» 
8 . n-Octacosane (ca8H58^ " " 
9. n-Heptacosane (C37H56^ »* »» 
Product B 
Further e lu t ion of the neutral part with benzene and 
p u r i f i c a t i o n by repeated c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from methanol and 
chloroform gave a c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d (B, shining f l a k e s ) , m.p. 
136-37° , /~oC_7?5 - 32 .5° . I t gave p o s i t i v e Liebermann-Burchard 
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test and yellow colour with tetranitromethane. Y) 3571 and 
* ^ m a x . 
34S0 cm"1 (OH); 1653 and 840 cm'1 (C=C). I t was i d e n t i f i e d as 
(^-s i tosterol by the above f a c t s and by mixed melting; point 
determination with an authentic specimen of the compound and the 
preparation of i t s various der ivat ives* 
(a) Acetate - The above product (30 mg) was treated with 
a c e t i c anhydride (0*5 ml) and pyridine (2 drops) and allowed to 
stand overnight at room temperature and then heated on a steam-
bath for s i x hours* The s o l i d product obtained was c r y s t a l l i s e d 
from methanol and acetone as co lour le s s f lakes (18 mg), m.p* 
123-24°. This der ivat ive did not show any depression i n melting 
po int on admixture with an authentic specimen of [B - s i t o s t e r y l 
a c e t a t e . 
(b) Benzoate - The s t e r o l (50 mg) was treated with benzoyl 
chloride ( l ml) and pyridine (5 drops) . The mixture was allowed 
to stand overnight at room temperature and then heated for about 
s i x hours on a steam-bath. The s o l i d der ivat ive obtained was 
f i l t e r e d o f f . washed with aqueous so lu t ion of potassium hydroxide 
(2$) and water, and f i n a l l y c r y s t a l l i s e d from methanol and 
acetone, m.p. 144-46° (30 mg) (of: |3 - s i t o s t e r y l benzoate , 
m.p. 145-5° ) . 
Founds C, 83.41%; H, 9.91% 
Calculated for C 3 6 H 5 4 0 2 : C, 83.34%; H, 10.49%. 
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( c ) 3:5-Dinitrobenzoate - The s t e r o l (30 mg) was treated 
with f re sh ly prepared 3*5-dinitrobenzoyl chloride (40 mg) and 
pyridine (0 .5 ml) and heated on a steam-bath (45 m t s . ) • The 
crude der ivat ive was c r y s t a l l i s e d from acetone and petroleum-
e t h e r , m.p. 203-06° (15 mg) ( c f i 3J5-DNB of ( 3 - s i t o s t e r o l 1 4 , 
m.p. 202-04°) . 
Founds C, 71.47%; H, 3.89%; N, 5-Q9& 
Calculated for CggH^OgN^ C, 71.02%; Hf 8.61%; N, 4.60%. 
Product C 
On further e lu t ion with benzene and chloroform ( 3 : 1 , v / v ) 
and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from ethy l acetate another c r y s t a l l i n e 
compound (C , TLC-homogeneous) was obtained,m.p. 254-56°. I t 
gave p o s i t i v e Liebermann-Burchard & N o l l e r ' s t e s t s , and yel low 
colour.with tetranitrome thane, V )
 m a v 880 cm""1 (*CH0), 3380 and 
1025 cm**1 (OH), 1638 cm"1 (C»C) and 1372 & 1385 cm'^-CtCH^g 
groups. I t s molecular weight was found to be 442 (mass spectrum). 
30 By the fragmentation pattern (» / e 427, 424, 411, 399, 207, 
191 & 189) and the co-TLC with an authentic specimen of the 
t r l t e r p e n e , the product (C) was i d e n t i f i e d as be tu l in and was 
further confirmed by preparation of i t s d l a c e t a t e . 
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Piacetate - I t (50 mg) was prepared with acet ic anhydride 
(0,5 ml) and pyridine (4 drops) in the usual manner. The crude 
acetyl derivative (45 mg) was chromatographed over s i l i c a ge l . 
Blution with petroleum-ether and benzene ( i : 3 , v/v) and crystal -
l i sa t i on from MeOH and acetone gave a crystal l ine product, m.p* 
212-15°. I t also gave yellow colour with tetranitromethane; 
l ) _ 1740 cm"1 (CaO), 1638 cm"1 (C=C), 1245 cm"1 (Acetate), 
890 cm"1 (=CH2) and, 1360 & 1380 cm"1 C(CH3)2. 
Acidic part 
The gummy acidic part (8 g) was taken in benzene and 
ether (9:1, v/v) and chromatographed over silica gel (80 times; 
v40 Barton) yielding the following acids'. 
Product D 
On elution with benzene,, a crystal l ine product (D), 
m.p. 74-75 , was obtained. This appeared to be a saturated 
(negative TNM test ) aliphatic acidic compound, ^J 3340, 
1705 and 725 cm , and showed single spot on TLC. I t yielded a 
methyl ester on treatment with diazomethane (ether) , m.p. 56-57 
(alcohol) , which did not show any depression in melting point on 
admixture with the authentic specimen of methyl behenate. The 
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acid was thus identified as behenic acid, V) 3340 cm"1 (OH), 
max* * '» 
1705 cm"1 (C=0), 725 & 715 cm"1 (CHj . 
a n 
Found: C, 78.00ji; H, 12.90%. 
Calculated for C2 2H4 402 i C, 77.58%; H, 13.02%. 
But, l a t e r by gas-l iquid-chromatographic ana lys i s the above 
product (o) was found to be a mixture of four f a t t y acids as 
given belows 
TABLE - 4 
Composition (%) 
1. Lignoceric acid (C24H4g02) 56.0 
2. Cerotic acid (C2gH5202) 31.0 
3. Behenic acid (C22H4402) 9.0 
4. Montanic acid (C28H56°2^ 4*° 
Further elution of the acidic part with benzene and ether 
(9s1, v/v) and crystallisation from methanol, another acidic 
product (£) was obtained, m.p. 235-90°. The third crystalline 
product (F) obtained in the latter fractions on elution with 
benzene and ether (4:1, v/v) showed m.p. 280-85°. It gave 
infrared spectrum identifical with the former compound (£), 
but indicated significant depression in melting point on admixture 
with it, and thus the two were considered to be different compounds, 
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Product E 
The ac id , m.p. 285-90°, C°^J^ + 8 5 °» § a v e p o s i t i v e 
Liebermann-Burchard & N o l l e r ' s t e s t s and yel low colour with TNM, 
Dmax. 3 4 5 0 ( ° H - B r 0 « d ) ; * 6 9 0 (C«0), 1620 & 820 (C«C); 1372 & 
1385 cm"* (gem-dimethyl). Mass spectrum showed the parent ion 
OK 
peak at m/e 456, and the fragmentation pattern - m/e 248, 233, 
207, 203, 191 and 189. I t appeared to be a t r i t erpen!c acid 
belonging to the o leano l i c acid s e r i e s (Tschesohe e t a l . ) . 
Following der iva t ives were prepared from t h i s acid 
towards i t s i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , 
(*) Acetate - The compound (0 .5 g) was mixed with 
a c e t i c anhydride (10 ml) and pyridine (0 .5 ml) and the mixture 
was allowed to stand overnight at room temperature, and then 
heated for two hours on a steam-bath. The s o l i d , obtained i n 
the usual manner, was chromatographed over s i l i c a g e l . On 
e l u t i o n with benzene and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from acetone, shining 
c r y s t a l s , m.p. 279-81°, C<^J^ * 68 .5° (450 mg) were obtained 
(TLC - s i n g l e spot , s i l i c a gel-AgN03 , 20#); ^ ) m a x < 1720 (C«0); 
1245 ( a c e t a t e ) ; and 1385 & 1369 cm"*i C(CH3)2. I t s nuclear 
34 i 
magnetic resonance spectrum showed s i g n a l s at b 3.39 (lHj t , 
v inyl proton); 4 .61 ( lH, t , 3<KH); 2.08 (3H, s , acetate protons) ; 
1 .26 , 1.17, 0 .97 , 0.90 and 0.76 (CH„ protons) . 
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(to) Methyl e s t e r - I t was obtained by treatment with 
dlazomethane ( e t h e r ) , chromatography (alumina) and c r y s t a l l i s a -
t ion (ace tone ) , m.p. 197-98°; £"o^J^ • 47 .8° ( s i n g l e spot -
TLC) , l ) M f i ^ 3540 (OH); 1736 (C*0); and 1140 cm"1 (methyl e s t e r ) . 
The NMR spectrum showed s igna l s at S 5 . 3 3 ( lH, t , v iny l proton) , 
3.68 ( s , methyl e s t e r protons) ; 1 .19 , 1 .03 , 0 .97 , 0 . 3 3 , 0.75 
(CH3-protons). 
( c ) Methyl e s t e r acetate - Prepared from (b)(above) i n 
the usual manner by a c e t y l a t i o n . Chromatography (alumina) and 
c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n (acetone) y i e lded shining c r y s t a l s (TLC-
homogeneous), m.p. 213-15°; Y) 1740 (C«0); 1240 (Acetate ) ; 
1160 (Me-ester); and 1365 & 1385 cm"1 C(CH_)2 group. I t gave 
p o s i t i v e TMM t e s t for unsaturation. 
(d) Lactone3 2 - Pur i f ied acid (E, 200 mg) in CHClg (20 ml) 
was treated with a stream of dry hydrogen-chloride(gas)at room 
temperature (10 mts.) and then the contents were poured i n t o 
water (100 ml) . The product was divided in to ac id ic and neutral 
parts in the usual manner. The neutral port ion was c r y s t a l l i s e d 
from chloroform and methanol, m.p. 244 (148 mg). This product 
did not g ive ye l low colour with tetranitromethane; X)max 3 3 9 5 ( 0 H )* 
1765 ( l a c t o n e ) ; and 1365 & 1385 cm (gem-dimethyl). 
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(e ) Ketone (Jones' Oxidation) - The acid (E, 100 mg) was 
taken in acetone ( d i s t i l l e d over KMnO.) and cooled in a freez ing 
38 
mixture. The Jones' reagent was added to the cooled so lu t ion 
dropwise with constant s t i r r i n g t i l l a pale brown colour p e r s i s t e d , 
* o 
and then the react ion mixture was allowed to stand at 0-5 for 
about 15 minutes and di luted with cold water (25 ml) . The 
product was then extracted with ether and dried over anhydrous 
sodium sulphate. The product (90 mg), m.p. 162-64°, gave 
p o s i t i v e Zimmermann t e s t and formed 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone, 
m.p. 256-59°; U
 m a x # 3390 (COOH), 1690 (C«0), 1365 and 1385 cm"1 
gem-dimethyl), 1708 cm~1(C=0). 
Oleanonic Acid-Pound! C, 79 .45; H, 10.60% 
Calculated for C3 QH4 603: C, 79.29%; H, 10.14%. 
Although the compound ( E ) contained an e thy len ic bond 
but did not absorb hydrogen (Pd/o-10% in ethanol) at a l l , The 
number of double bonds were determined by peraoid - t i t r a t i o n 
i n the usual manner. Further, one car boxy l i e acid group was 
found to be present in the compound on t i t r a t i n g i t with standard 
a lka l i so lu t ion ( n / 2 6 . l ) . 
14 41 
On the basis of the careful survey of the literature ' 
and the study of different spectra of the compound and those of 
its different derivatives it appeared to be oleanolic acid, but 
the melting points of the compound and those of some of its 
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14 41 derivatives were not very closely comparable with l i terature ' 
(vide-Table 5 ) , Hence* conclusive Identif ication of the oompound 
E was f inal ly confirmed by i t s supex-lmposable infrared spectrum 
with that of the authentic specimen of oleanolio acid (from 
Prof. Dr. R. leches che, Bonn) in addition to the above physico-
chemical data* 
TABLE - 5 
Compounds 
Oleanolic acid 
m.p. C r*jD 
Product £ 
0
 m.p.°C C«J* 
1. Parent acid 
2. Acetate 
3* Methyl ester 
4 . Methyl ester acetate 222-3 
5. Ketone (Oleanonic 
acid) 
310 
268 
201 
160-200 
+ 80 
+ 75 
• 75 
•• 70. 
•. 
4 
285-90 
279-81 
197-98 
213-15 
162-64 
+ 85 
+ 68.5 
«• 47.8 
-
«. 
6. Lactone 278 244 
r20 
Product F 
The second acid, m.p. 280-85°j £"oC J™ • 94°, also gave 
posit ive Liebermann-Burchard & Noller's t e s t s and yellow colour 
with tetranitromethane. The infrared spectrum showed bands at 
3459 (OH-Broad); 1690 (C=0); 1640, 835 (OC), 1375 and 1385 cm"1. 
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Mass spectrum showed the parent ion peak at m/e 456 and other 
important fragments at m/e 395, 248, 207, 203 and 189. 
The above acid (F, 100 mg) was ace ty la ted as usual with 
a c e t i c anhydride (<2 ml) and pyridine (5 drops) and the crude 
acetate was chromatographed over s i l i c a g e l . Elut ion with 
petroleum-ether and c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n from methanol and acetone 
gave a co lour le s s c r y s t a l l i n e product, m.p. 262-63°, X)
 MO~ 3300, 
max. 
1745, 1705, 1260, 1385 and 825 cnf1 . 
Methyl e s t e r of the product F was a l so prepared by 
treatment with diazomethane ( e t h e r ) , chromatography (alumina) 
and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n (methanol and acetone) having m.p. 214-16°, 
} ) 3400, 1740, 1605, 1385, 1375 and 1160 cm"1. 
<-/ max. » » i » 
Methyl e s t e r acetate was obtained in the usual manner by 
acety la t ing the above methyl e s t e r , chromatography (alumina) and 
c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from methanol and acetone, m.p, 203-06 , ^J 
1740, 1385, 1365, 1240, 1160 and 622 cm"1. I t s NMR s igna l s at 
£ 4 . 8 3 (1H, t , v inyl proton) 4 .73 ( lH, t , 3o<H); 3.72 (3H, s , Me-
e s t e r protons); 2.09 (3H, s , acetate protons) ; 1 .30, 1.17, 1 .02 , 
0.87 and 0.78 (CH3-protons). 
But l a t e r , the above acid (product F) on further p u r i f i -
cat ion ( s i l i c a ge l s AgN0„-15#), more careful examination, and 
comparison with authentic specimen (co-TLC). was not found to be 
a pure compound but a mixture of most probably o l e a n o l i c , u r s o l i c 
and e p i - o l e a n o l i c ac ids . 
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Benzene extract 
The viscous mass obtained af ter removal of the solvent 
was divided in to neut ra l and a lka l i - so lub le p a r t s . The a l k a l i -
soluble pa r t on chromatography yielded mainly oleanolic acid 
(compared vrith the product E) . The neu t ra l p a r t did not y ie ld 
any specif ic addi t ional sol id product. 
Alcoholic ex t rac t 
The ethanolic ex t rac t (50 g) was t r i t u r a t e d successively 
with petroleum-ether and benzene and the residue l e f t was 
dissolved in water and then divided in to e ther-soluble and 
e ther - insoluble p a r t s . 
Ether-soluble p a r t 
The e ther-soluble pa r t (20 g) gave pos i t ive Shinoda 
(Mg/HCl) and f e r r i c chloride t e s t s . I t was taken in chloroform 
(20 ml) and then chromatographed over s i l i c a gel (90 t imes). 
On e lu t ion with benzene, a greenish mass was obtained which 
gave six spots (closely s i tua ted) on a TLC p la t e ( s i l i c a - g e l ) G; 
solvent system - benzene^pyridine5formic acid - 36;9;5) . 
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Individual components of this complex mixture could not be 
obtained in pure form either by column or even by preparative 
TLC. Hence, it was not worked up further. The spots on TLC 
were examined in the UV light as well. 
On further elution with benzenesethyl acetate (4s1, v/v) 
a gummy mass was obtained which also gave positive tests for 
flavonoidal compounds. On repeated chromatography this gummy 
material afforded a mixture which was then resolved into two 
components (pure form) by repeated preparative TLCs designated 
as G (0.70 g) and H (0.13 g). U.V. light was employed for 
separation of these compounds. 
Product G 
I t gave p o s i t i v e Mg/HCl and FeClg t e s t s , m.p. 323-30°. 
36 The UV spectra showed absorption at "\ 345, 266sh, 245sh nm; 
A1C13S 420, 301, 270 nm; AlCl3/HCls 345, 294, 270; NaOAcs 410, 
310, 279, 264 nm; Na0Ac/H3B03s 370, 303, 290, 255 nm; and NaOMe* 
400, 315, 275 nm. I t was i d e n t i f i e d as l u t e o l i n by m.p. , m.m.p. 
and co-TLC and the preparation of i t s various d e r i v a t i v e s . 
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(a) Methyl ether - The above compound (G, 0,17 g) was 
d i s so lved in dry acetone (50 ml) and to the so lu t ion were added 
roasted potassium carbonate (10 g) and dimethyl sulphate (neutral 
- 0 . 5 ml) . The react ion mixture was ref luxed on the steam-bath 
for about 4 hrs , (negat ive FeCl,* t e s t ) . The crude methyl ether 
was worked up as usual and then chromatographed ( s i l i c a g e l ) * 
Elut ion with chloroform and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from methanol and 
chloroform afforded a co lour l e s s product (80 mg), m.p. 191-93 • 
Oft a 
The NMR spectrum showed peaks at S 3.85 (d, methoxyl protons) ; 
6.35 (d , 6-H); 6.55 ( d , 8-H); 6.9 (d , 5»-H, Ja 8 .0 eps ) ; 7 .3 
(2»-H) and 7.4 ^ - H ) . 
(b) Acetate - The compound G(60 mg) was treated with 
a c e t i c anhydride ( l ml) and pyridine (8 drops) , and the mixture 
was heated on steam-bath and worked up as usual . The product 
was c r y s t a l l i s e d from ethy l ace ta te , m.p. 234-35 ; NMR peaks 
at S 2.35 (d , acetate protons) ; 6.65 (d , 6-H); 6.9 (d , 8-H); 
7 .4 (d , 5«-H); 7.72 ( s , 2«-H) and 7.84 ( s , 6 ' -H) . 
t 
Product H 
This compound (m.p. 289-90°) did not show any depression 
i n melting point on admixture with the authent ic specimen of 
6-methyl quercet in. I t was i d e n t i f i e d as 6-methyl-quercetin by 
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co-TLC, m.p., m.m.p. and i t s methyl ether* 
Methyl ether - I t (product H, 90 mg) was treated with 
neutral dimethyl sulphate in dry acetone and worked up as usual. 
The crude methyl ether was purified by passing through a small 
column of s i l i c a ge l . I t was crystal l i sed from dichloromethane 
and methanol (36 mg). m.p. 165-66°. I t s NMR spectrum36® showed 
the peaks at 8 1.8 ( s , 3H); 4.00 ( s , 0CH3 protons)} 6.6 ( s , 8-H); 
7.00 (d, 5»-H); 7.4 ( s , 2«-H)j and 7.5 ( s , 6»-H). 
Ether-insoluble part 
The water-soluble part (21 g) , obtained after removal of 
water under reduced pressure,was tested by paper chromatography 
and found to be a mixture of a number of components* I t was 
then taken in methanol and subjected to preparative paper 
chromatographic technique (Whatman Fi l ter paper No. 3; solvent 
system — n-butanol: acetic acidswater - 4 ;I t5 , v/v) for reso-
lution into pure constituents* Three major components were 
separated in pure form; labelled as I , J & K, the middle product(j) 
could not be obtained in well crystal l ine form. 
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Product I 
I t gave a p o s i t i v e Mg/HCl t e s t and blue colour with 
f e r r i c ch lor ide , m.p. 250-55 . The UV spectra showed 
\ max. 3 4 3 ' 2 6 8 ' 250 n m j AlCl3s 410, 350, 330, 297, 272 nmj 
A1C13/HC1: 390, 245, 296, 278, 262 nm; NaOAc: 405, 266, 252 nmj 
Na0Ac/H3B03s 370, 364, 252 nm and NaOMet 395, 268, 257 nm, 
^max** 1 3 5 0 0 » 3 1 2 0 » i 6 7 5 » 1 5 7 ° * 1 5 5 5 » 8 4 t 0 cm"1* 1% w a s 
considered to be a f lavonoidal g l y c o s i d e . 
(a) Methyl ether - The above product was converted in to 
methyl ether as usual by the treatment with dimethylsulphate 
i n acetone. The crude methyl ether thus prepared was then 
hydrolysed by methanolic sulphuric acid ( i 0 # ) . The p a r t i a l l y 
methylated product obtained through c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from alcohol 
had m.p. 285°; ~\max 326, 282, 262 nmj AlClgS 326, 280, 264 nmj 
A1C13/HC1$ 325, 282, 263 nm; NaOAcs 320, 276 nm; NaOAc/H3B03: 
329, 266, 281 nmj and NaOMet 328, 276 nm. 
(b) Aglycone - I t was obtained af ter hydro lys i s of the 
g lycos ide (Product I ) with methanolic sulphuric acid (i0%). 
After working up as usual , the e ther - so lub le part (ag lycone) , 
c r y s t a l l i s e d from ethyl acetate and methanol, had m.p. 320-5%. 
This aglycone did not show any depression in melting point with 
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an authentic specimen of l u t e o l i n . The aqueous p a r t contained 
sugar moiety and the mineral acid. The l a t t e r was removed by 
ion-exchange technique (Amberlite IR-120), Glucose was iden t i f i ed 
as sugar moiety by d i r e c t comparison with authentic sample of 
glucose by paper chromatography (solventsn-butanol :acet ic acid: 
water 4:1*5, v / v ) . The product I was thus i den t i f i ed as l u t e o l i n -
T-glucoside. 
Product J 
It also gave positive Shinoda and ferric chloride tests. 
36 
The UV spectra showed the absorption at ~\ 340, 268, 
256 run; A1C13: 415, 323sh, 297sh, 278, 257 nm; AlCl^HCl: 399, 
345, 296sh, 277, 260 nm; NaOAc: 405, 350; 267sh, 257sh nm; 
Na0Ac/H3B03: 375, 256 nm and NaOMet 408, 293, and 274 nm. 
Following derivatives have been prepared towards its identifica-
tion. 
(a) Methyl ether - it was prepared as usual by dimethyl-
sulphate (neutral) and acetone (dry). After working up as usual, 
the product (which could not be crystallised) was hydrolysed in 
methanolic sulphuric acid to a partially methylated aglyoone and 
sugars. The sugars are identified as glucose and rhamnose by 
co-paper chromatography with their authentic specimen. The UV 
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spectra of the aglycone (partially methylated) were also recorded 
( ^
 m a x 330, 282, 265 nm; AlClg! 330, 282, 265 nm; AlClg/HCl: 
330, 282, 265 nm; NaOAci 340, 310, 274 nm; NaOAc/HJBO,* 330, 281, 
266 nm; and NaOMe: 380, 345, 308, 274 nm). 
(b) Acetate - The product J was acetylated with pyridine 
and acetic anhydride, and the gummy crude acetyl derivative was 
chromatographed over silica gel. Elution with chloroform 
afforded a semi-solid product. The NMR spectru$6a,b showed 
peaks at $ 1.2 (d, CH^ rhamnose);; 2.0 (d, acetate); 2.4 (d, acetate); 
4.7 (lH, rhamnosyl); and 5.3 (m, 1H, gljicosyl). 
(c) Aglycone - • Sulphuric acid (10%) was used for hydrolysis 
of the product J. The reaction mixture was worked up as above 
and the aglycone, m.p. 312-16°, thus obtained showed no depression 
in m.p. on admixture with an authentic sample of quercetln, and 
the Rf values of both (the authentic and the natural sample) 
also were found to be identical by co-TLC. 
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(d) Methyl ether of the aglycone - I t was prepared as 
above. Methanol afforded c r y s t a l l i n e mater ia l , m.p. 153-55° 
(TLC - s ing le spot; so lvent: to luene{pyridines a c e t i c acid — 
1 0 : l s l ) . Quercetin methyl e t h e r 3 6 c , m.p. 154-56°. 
( e ) Acetate of the aglycone - I t was as usual prepared by 
a c e t i c anhydride and pyridine . The crude ace ty l product was 
chromatographed over s i l i c a g e l . Elution with CHC13 and crystal -
l i s a t i o n from EtOAc. afforded a co lour le s s c r y s t a l l i n e product, 
m.p. 190-95 • On the b a s i s of the above experiments and the 
36 37 
r e s u l t s ' t h e product J was i d e n t i f i e d as querce t in -7 -0 -g lucos ide -
3 -0 -rh amn o s i de. 
Product K 
I t was a pale ye l low compound ( c r y s t a l l i s e d from ethyl 
acetate and water) , m.p. 172-73°, and a l so gave p o s i t i v e Mg/HCl 
and PeCl0 t e s t s . The UV was a lso recorded ( ""\ 330, 270 nm; 
3 A max. ' 
A1C13» 384, 335, 301, 270 nm; AlClg/HClj 387, 335, 301, 272 nm; 
NaOAc: 398, 311, 270 nm; NaOAc/HgBOgi 328, 270 nm; and NaOMes 
400, 305sh, 279 nm). 
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( a ) Acetate - I t was prepared as above and chromatographed 
over s i l i c a gel . Elution with benzene and acetone (3:2) , and 
crysta l l i sat ion (alcohol) yielded a pure compound (TLC), m.p. 
207-08°. 
(*>) Aglycone - The product K was refluxed with H„S04 (10$) 
for 3 hrs. After working up the aglycone, m.p. 347-48°, was 
36,37 
identi f ied as apigenin by co-TLC (solventstoluenespyridine: 
acetic acid — 1 0 s i s i ) . The acidic (aqueous) part was neutralised 
by BaCOg, f i l t ered , .concentrated and then spotted on paper for 
the identif icat ion of sugar moiety. Glucose was found to be 
present as sugar moiety by direct comparison with an authentic 
specimen. 
Product L 
I t was also isolated (0.5 g) from the alcoholic extract 
of the plant material through column chromatography ( s i l i c a g e l ) . 
I t gave posit ive Liebermann-Burchard test and yellow colour with 
tetranitromethane and was a water soluble powder, m.p. 297-99°. 
X) max S500* l 0 5 5 (B r°ad ) c m . This compound was also 
isolated along with the compounds I , J & K through chromatography 
of the water soluble part of the alcohol-extract. Following 
derivatives were prepared towards i t s ident i f icat ion. 
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(a) Acetate - The product (L, 100-mg) was treated with 
acetic anhydride (l.OO ml) and pyridine (0.5 ml), and allowed 
to stand over-night at room temperature. The reaction mixture 
was worked up as usual and the product (89 mg) was crysta l l i sed 
from methanol and chloroform, m.p. 175-77°; V) 1750 cm , 
'
 r
 *^ max* ' 
1245 cm"1 (acetate); NMR; S 0.70, 0.80, 0.88, 1.00 (CH3 protons); 
2.03 (q, acetate proton); 5.25 (vinyl protons). The nuclear 
megnetic resonance spectrum of this acetate was also super-
imp o sable with that of the authentic specimen of (B>-sitosteryl-
D-glucose acetate (Lit . m.p. 171°). 
(°) Hydrolysis - The product L (200 mg) was hydrolysed 
in methanollc sulphuric acid (10$). The aglycone was extracted 
with ether and crysta l l i sed from methanol m.p. 131-34°. I t 
also gave posit ive Liebermann-Burchard test and yellow colour 
with TNM. This aglycone was identif ied as (^  - s i tos tero l by 
m.p., m.m.p. and co-TLC with an authentic specimen of the sterol . 
Glucose was identif ied as sugar moiety in the aqueous solution by 
paper chromatography (solventsn-butanolsacetic acidswater— 
4»l :5 , v/v) in the usual manner. Thus, the product L was 
characterised as (}-sitosterol-D-Glycoside (Lit . , m.p. 290-92°). 
This was further confirmed by Co-IR with an authentic specimen 
of sitosterol-p,D-glycoside (kindly supplied by Or. Rastogi, 
C.D.R.I., Lucknow);vides Spectra L. 
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Free sugars 
The entire alcoholic extract as such was also used for 
detection of free sugars. Glucose and rhamnose have been 
detected to be present in the extract by co-paper chromatography 
in the manner as described ear l ier . 
Non-Volatile carboxylic acids 
The dried drug (600 g) was extracted (under reflux and 
at room temperature separately) with alcohol and aqueous alcohol 
(50$) for 12 hours, and then the different extracts were con-
centrated in vacuo. Ascending paper chromatographic technique 
(Whatman No, l ) was employed for characterisation of water-
soluble non-volatile organic carboxylic acids in these four 
different extracts using n-butanolsformic acids water (4:1*5, v/v, 
10 
organic layer) . After developing the chromatograms for 12 
hours they were air-dried overnight, and then heated for 8 hours 
at 80° and f inal ly sprayed with bromophenol-blue (0.04% in 
rect i f ied s p i r i t ) . These acids were detected as lemon yellow 
spots. 
Succinic and gluconic acids were detected in the alcoholic 
(95%) extract, whereas succinic, malic and oxalic acids were, 
somehow, found to be present in the aqueous alcoholic extract. 
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The experiments were repeated four times in each case for 
confirmation* 
Amino-aclds 
The air-dried powdered piant-material (containing leaves, 
stems and flowers) (250 g) was extracted with petroleum-ether 
(60-80°),and the defatted plant material was then treated 
exhaustively with aqueous sodium chloride (2$ - 400 ml) for 
8 hours. 
The aqueous sodium chloride (2%) extract (100 ml) was 
heated with hydrochloric acid (6N, 25 ml) for 20 hours, on a 
steam-bath. The hydrolysate was then taken in a porcelain dish 
and the mineral acid was completely removed. The hydrolysate 
was then extracted with absolute alcohol. 
11 Descending paper chromatographic technique (Whatman 
f i l t e r paper No.l) was employed for the characterisation of 
amlno-acids using n-butanols acetic acids water (4sls5 ; v /v -
11 
organic layer, 20 hrs . ) as the developing solvent system . 
After developing the chromatogram was air-dried and then sprayed 
with ninhydrin in acetone (0.1%)» Thereafter, the chromatogram 
was heated at 55° for 10 mts., and the amino-acids were located 
as coloured spots using simultaneously the authentic specimens of 
the various amino-acids. Glycine, arginine, valine and asparagine 
were thus identif ied. 
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Free Organic Acids and Sugars of Certain Plants 
By 
G. S. GUPTAS) NIRANJAN L A I » & MUKAT BEHARlW 
[Received on 9th November, 1971] 
Systematic chemical investigation of Z. multiflora and other reputed drugs 
was undertaken in these laboratories since no significant work on them was found 
in literature. Various extracts from these have been studied and some results 
already published1*2. During the course of this work on these medicinally 
important plants3 the ethanolic and aqueous ethanolic extracts were also examined 
for the first time for the presence of non-volatile carboxylic acids and sugars by 
paper chromatography and useful information collected. 
Zataria multiflora has been found to contain mainly succinic, malic, oxalic 
and gluconic acids, and glucose, galactose and rhamnose as sugars. Oxalic, 
succinic and citric acids have been found to be present in the case of Seseli 
indicum. The local variety of Chenopodium ambrosioides contains oxalic, malic 
and succinic acids and the sugars like glucose and galactose. 
A. The dried fragrant drug (Z. multiflora, Boiss ; Labiatae-leaves, stems, 
flowers and seeds) was extracted successively with pet. ether (60°-80°) benzene, 
ethanol, methanol and aqueous ethanol (50°/<) at their respective boiling points for 
15-20 hrs. The extracts were then obtained as a viscous mass after removal of 
the solvents. 
(a) Non-volatile carboxylic acids 
Ascending chromatographic technique (Whatman filter paper No. 1) was 
employed for the characterisation of non-volatile organic carboxylic acids. 
Butanol : formic acid : water ( 4 : 1 : 5 V/v, organic layer) were used as the 
developing solvent system. After developing the chromatograms for 12 hours 
they were air-dried (over-night), heated in an electric oven for 7-8 hrs. (at about 
80°C) and were then finally sprayed with bromo-phenol blue (0-04%, 95% ethanol). 
The carboxylic acids were detected as lemon yellow spots.1 
The alcoh'-lic extract contained succinic and gluconic acids as identified by 
co-paper-chromatography with the authentic specimen of these acids, and by 
determination of their Rf. values as given in the table. Succinic, malic and 
(a) Chemistry Deptt , A. M. U. A'igarh, (b) Chemistry Deptt., S. V. C. Aligarh 
t 1 ) 
oxalic acids were, however, identified in the aqueous ethanolic (1 : 1) extract of 
the same drug. 
TABWJ 
Acids Rf. values 
Gluconic acid 0-09 
Oxalic acid 0*35 
Citric acid 0*50 
Malic acid 060 
Succinic acid 081 
(b) Sugars: 
The alcoholic extract of the drug was treated with ether and the ether-
insoluble part, obtained as a brownish syrupy mass, was examined for the presence 
of sugars by positive Molisch test and preparation of osazone. Descending paper 
chromatography with Whatman (No. 1) filter paper, and the solvent system con-
sisting of »-butanol : water : acetic acid ( 4 : 5 : 1. V./v ; alcoholic layer ; 36-40 
hrs.) were employed for the characterisation of this mixture of sugars. The 
chromatograms were dried and sprayed with aniline-phthalate (in n butanol). 
The authentic specimen of sugars weie used for co-paper-chromatography 
identifying glucose and rhamnose as free sugars in this extract. 
This ethanolic extract on treatment with lead acetate (neutral and basic) 
and usual working-up yielded a gummy mass containing mixtures of glycosides. 
These two lots were separately hydrolysed with H 2S0 4 (10%) and the sugar-parts 
were isolated (ion-exchange) and examined. The presence of galactose (neutral) 
and glucose (basic) was identified in the above manner. The methanolic extract 
ot the drug also gave a mixture of glycosides which too was hydrolysed in the 
above manner, and rhamnose was identified as the sugar moiety. 
B. Seseli indicum, Wight and Arnold (Sans. Vana-yamani, Ajmoda) belongs 
to Umbelliferae family. Its seeds act as an anthelmintic for round worms and are 
stimulant, carminative and stomachic. The dried and powdered seeds afier 
treatment with petroleum-ether and benzene were extracted with alcohol and 
aqueous alcohol (1 : 1) at room temperature and by boiling. All the four extracts 
were examined for carboxylic acids in the above manner, each of which indicated 
the presence of oxalic, succinic and citric acids. 
C. The smelling leaves of locally (Aligarh District) growing Chenopo-
dium ambrosioides, Linn. {Chenepodiacae) were air-dried, powdered and extracted 
with ethanol and aqutous ethanol (1 : i ) m t n e above manner after treatment 
with pet. ether and benzene. The extracts after removal of the solvents were 
divided into the ether-and water-soluble portions. The aqueous portion after 
concentration was used for the characterisation of non-volatile carboxylic acids 
and sugars in the above manner. The presence of oxalic, malic and succinic 
acids was identified in these extracts containing oxalic acid in higher concentra-
tion as indicated by the larger area and the intensity of the colour of the spot. 
Glucose was identified as the brown spot as free sugar in the alcoholic 
extract. '1 he glycosidic part of the alcoholic extract on hydrolysis with alcoholic 
H 2S0 4 (5-6 hrs.) indicated the presence of galactose as sugar moiety by 'co-paper-
chromarography. 
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Now the location of the tetrasubstituted double bond is placed at the C-5—C-9 position 
in conjugation with the trisubstituted double bond thus making it a-pyrone moiety. From 
these data, Structure I is proposed for the new lactone. 
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CONSTITUENTS OF ZAT ARIA MULTIFLORA* 
G. S. GUPTA and NIRANJAN LAL GUPTA 
Chemistry Department, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
{Received 21 April 1971) 
Plant. Zataria multiflora, Boiss. Uses. A reputed drug of the Unani system of medicine 
used as a stimulant, diaphoretic and diuretic, and for several other purposes.1 Previous 
work. None; its essential oil (0-6 %) studied in these laboratories consists of 69 % phenols 
containing mainly carvacrol. />-Cymene is the main constituent of the non-phenolic 
portion of the oil.2 
Extraction of the drug. The fragrant drug (leaves, stems and flowers) exhaustively extrac-
ted successively with light petroleum (60-80°), benzene, EtOH and MeOH and then the 
extracts repeatedly chromatographed on Silica gel (or alumina), and the products crystallized. 
New compounds. (Alkanes). Alkanes from earlier fractions of the neutral part of the 
petrol extract and crystallization (EtOH) (m.p., mixed m.p., IR, NMR, MS and GLC 
analysis): w-nonacpsane (C29); n-hentriacontane (C3i); n-dotriacontane (C32); rc-tritria-
contane (C33); n-pentatriacontane (C35). 
^-Sitosterol, (m.p., mixed m.p. of the sterol and its acetate, IR, [a]D, and positive L.B. 
Test). Elution of the neutral part with benzene and crystallization (MeOH and CHC13). 
Benzoate (Found: C, 83-41; H, 9-91%; C 3 6 H 5 4 0 2 required: C, 83-34; H, 10-39%), 
3:5-Dinitrobenzoate (Found: C, 71-47; H, 8-89; N, 5-09%; C 3 6 H 5 2 0 6 N 2 required: C, 
71-02; H, 8-61; N, 4-6%). 
Betulin. (m.p., IR, [a]D, m/e 442 (M+), positive L.B. and Noller's Tests, co-TLC with 
authentic specimen) from C6H6-CHC13 (3:1) fractions of the neutral part and crystalliza-
tion (ethyl-acetate). Its acetate (MeOH + acetone): m.p. and IR. 
* Major part of this work was presented at the "Convention of Chemists 1970" held at Madras (India) in 
Nov./Dec. 1970. 
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Fatty acids. Mixture from acidic part of the petrol extract; elution with C6H6 (Silica 
gel), and crystallization (Me20 + MeOH) (m.p., IR, methyl esters, GLC analysis): 
behenic acid (C22); lignoceric acid (C24); cerotic acid (C26); montanic acid (C28). 
Oleanolic acid, (m.p., [a]D, IR, NMR, and m/e 456 (M+), one COOH gp. and one 
ethylenic linkage). Acetate, methyl ester, methyl ester-acetate, lactone and ketone (m.p. 
and IR). From acidic part of the petrol extract after chromatography (Silica gel), elution 
with benzene-Et20 (4:1), and crystallization (MeOH). 
Oleanolic acid > oleanonic acid (Found: C, 79-45%; H, 10-60; C30H46O3 
Jones'reagent x " " ' > j u *o j 
required: C, 79-29; H, 10-14%). 
Other products. Two triterpenic ketones (M+, m/e 456 and 454), and an acid (M+456) — 
(m.p., [a]D, IR, UV and NMR). From petrol, C6H6 and MeOH extracts, chromatography 
and crystallization. Belong to oleanolic acid series and are under investigation. The acid 
appears to be 3-epi-oleanolic acid. Ash of the plant material also has been analysed. 
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NEPENTHACEAE 
STEROLS AND TRITERPENES OF THE PITCHER PLANT* 
A. S. WAN, R. T. AEXEL, R. B. RAMSEY and H. J. NICHOLAS 
Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Singapore, Singapore, the Institute of Medical 
Education and Research, and the Department of Biochemistry, St. Louis University School of Medicine, 
St. Louis, Missouri 63104, U.S.A. 
(Received 4 May 1971, in revised form 15 June 1971) 
Abstract—By means of column chromatography, TLC, GLC and GLC-mass spectrometry, the following 
sterols and triterpenes were found in free form in the pitcher plant, (Nepenthes albomarginata): cholesterol, 
campesterol, stigmasterol, sitosterol, isofuctosterol, |3-amyrin and a-amyrin. No 4a-methyl sterols were 
found in the free form. The following sterols and triterpenes were identified in the esterified form: choles-
terol, campesterol, stigmasterol, sitosterol, isofucosterol, obtusifoliol, cycloeucalenol, citrostadienol, 
cycloartenol and 24-methylenecycloartanol. Sitosterol was the major 4-desmethyl sterol in both the free 
and esterified fractions. Previous examination of a glycoside fraction of N. sanguinea yielded sitosterol as 
the major component. 
INTRODUCTION 
OF THE various known carnivorous plants, those of the genus Nepenthes (Nepenthaceae) 
are the most prominent. To the best of our knowledge the nonsaponifiable constituents of 
* Part II of the series, Part I of this series is Ref. 1. "Nonsaponifiable constituents of Malaysian Plants". 
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